Life . . .

New Beginnings

A product of the Journalism Department of Humboldt Junior-Senior High School
30 East Baker Street
St. Paul, MN 55107
FOR ALL ENDINGS . . . .

We have come to an end of one memorable chapter in Life. However, Life itself has no finality, because with all endings come the promise of New Beginnings. As we bid farewell to the 1980's and begin the 1990's, we can be certain that both the students and teachers of Humboldt High School will grace each page with pride and excellence.

The cover of the book is modern, yet the drawings are traditional, reflecting the diversity that exists in our school. We see it in the many cultures; regular and special education; academic and vocational classes; students and staff; old buildings and new computers; athletics and art. As the modern starburst overlays the traditional drawing on the opening page, the diversity of Humboldt Complex blends together at the New Beginning of each school day.

New Beginnings; the phrase itself is a celebration of Life. New Beginnings is waking up to see the sun rise gloriously above the horizon and watching the rose bushes bloom. But more importantly for teachers, New Beginnings is knowing that their students will begin the decade of the '90's with enthusiasm and creativity. For students, New Beginnings is cultivating new knowledge and new dreams. New Beginnings is . . . . . . .

"The Indian symbol used by the Humboldt Secondary Complex represents the school's diversity and respect for all cultures. Racist comments or actions will be penalized." — Standards For The Use Of The Indian Symbol at Humboldt Secondary Complex.
THERE ARE NEW BEGINNINGS
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1. King Frank Cruz and Queen Christina Ortiz thank the students.
2. The court, left to right: Robert Muller, Elizabeth Reyes, Eva Verdeja, Brian Whitson, Christina Ortiz, Frank Cruz, Georgia Hottinger, Brannon Drees, Tina Byrne, and Gordon Carney. "Let's make it look good." Tina Byrne and Gordon Carney.
3. "Don't mess with the King!" Frank Cruz.
4. "Oh my goodness, I won!" thinks Christina Ortiz while David Verdeja places the crown. Elizabeth Reyes looks on. 6. "Isn't this fun?" Eva Verdeja and Brian Whitson.
5. "This is a joke!" Brannon Drees. 8. "Smile pretty!" Georgia Hottinger

**Spirit Soars As Humboldt "Burns The Broncos"!**

This year's homecoming was a memorable one for all high school students. To start things off, Monday was dress-up day along with the crowning of king and queen, Tuesday was pajama day, Wednesday, boxer shorts day, Thursday, dress your favorite sports day, and Friday was the infamous spirit day.

Along with all the excitement of Homecoming were the actions of trying to save our proud Indian logo. On Tuesday, students participated in a walk-out. Thursday evening, approximately 1,000 people showed up for a rally to save our logo.

In powder-puff, senior girls dominated the sophomores and went on to barely beat the juniors.

Friday was the day of the big game against Brady. Humboldt "Burned The Broncos" 32-15. Later in the evening was the dance, which people from everywhere attended.
1. As the sign says, "Burn the Broncos!"
2. "Let's go Humboldt!" left to right: Marie Boulous, Andrea Tejeda, Tizoc Rosales, and Martina Zuniga.
3. "Hail King Frank Cruz and Queen Christina Ortiz!"
4. Humboldt spirit on wheels.
5. "Go Humboldt go!"
   Tiffany Martinez, Tina Byrne, and Jennifer Kowarsch.
6. Chad Sexton bustin' a move.
7. David Verdeja and graduate Don Javner jam to the music.
8. "Hey baby let's dance!" Melissa Tesch, James Carr, and Anthony Bruski.
Sno-Daze was held throughout the week of Jan. 28 to Feb. 3. Each day had a theme, and people dressed accordingly. Also activities were held during lunch.

Monday was Colors day; Sr. wore black, Jrs. wore red, Sophs. wore blue, and the Frosh wore white. Tuesday was Back-to-the-50's Day. Coronation was held on Wednesday due to the new semester. Thursday was Twins Day, the Puggy Bunny contest was held then. Friday was the traditional Spirit Day. The dance was held in the cafeteria Friday evening from 8-11:00 pm.


"You Are My Everything" - Sno-Daze 1990
President Georgia Hottinger lead the Senior High Student Council. It was advised by Mr. Clare Longsdorf. The group planned such activities as the Homecoming Dance, Sno-Daze Dance, and HHS. The group was particularly strong and came together when Humboldt was faced with the possible loss of the "Indian Logo.

Ms. Sandra Rubenstein advised the Junior High Student Council. The students decided, for the very first time, to have an executive board. Each month a new committee was given a topic to work with and devise a plan for the whole Junior High.

Student Councils are Very Active.

Committees Work Together.


The Prom Committee was made up of all Jammin' Juniors. Their goal was to raise money for the Jr./Sr. prom. They sold candy, and posters. Ms. Sandra Rubenstein was the advisor.

The Senior Class Board collected loose change from underclassmen. This was better known as Penny Friday. The money was used at the end of the year to purchase a gift for the school from the Class of '90.
Quality Hits A High Note

The Humboldt Chorus has continued to participate in many of the same events that they have in previous years. Many of the events included singing for the people at Ecolab Osborne Building, Wilder Nursing Home, and Cherokee Heights. The group also held their famous Fall Festival, Winter Concert, and Spring Concert programs. As in the past all of these programs were a hit. One of the things they enjoyed doing most was singing Christmas Carols in the hall for all the students and staff to enjoy.

This year's chorus had the fun of helping to teach Anne Sorensen some of the American ways of singing and performing. Anne, an exchange student from Norway, a member of chorus.

Some of the many songs the group enjoyed raising their voices for were: "The Living Years," "One Voice," "Little Saint Nick," "Where Is Christmas," and "Short Hallelujah."

Despite decreasing numbers, the quality remained the same.
Our Notes Can’t Get Any Higher

Drama Has New Directors


3. Paul Toft, and Rockwell Muck sing their hearts out.


The One Act play was directed by Ms. Linda Sparling. "Brujera", which means witchcraft in Spanish, was the title of the show. They competed on January 31. Unfortunately, they came in third place, and were unable to compete in the semi-finals.

"Humboldt Revisited" was performed on February 14 & 16. The show was written and directed by Rainer Dorneman. It celebrates Humboldt's 100th Anniversary.
Special Friends Touch Over 20,000 Lives


Over 75 students went with Advisor Gary Ales to six different places to share and care during the holiday season. The students visited, entertained, and shared with the aged, the retarded, and the mentally ill. At the performances, the students danced and sang, then eventually gave a special treat and asked their special friends to join in on the fun.
Francais and Espanol Clubs

1. Spanish Club. 3. French Club. Due to space limitation French and Spanish Club members were unable to be mentioned.

The French Club was a huge success this year, the number of members seem to increase each year. The French Club went on a Field Trip to The Childrens Theatre Presentation of BABAR and attended a French luncheon. The money to go to BABAR was raised by selling Happenings Books. Chocolate Santas were sold in order to purchase subscriptions for French magazines, and also for French cooking materials. The French Club participated in the International Dinner and held a Pastry Booth at Parent/Teacher Conferences. This years officers were: President, Bee Cha; Vice-President, Mao Xiong; Secretary, Kelly Otte; and Treasurer, Joua Lee.

The Spanish Club seemed to be a better success this year than in the past few years. The Spanish Club began in December and continued throughout the remainder of the year. It consists of students from Spanish 2 classes to Spanish for Spanish Speakers. The new advisor for the club is Spanish teacher Ms. Shields.
“1, 2, 3 . . . toe, heal”, Ms. Linda Sparling teaches Spanish students a dance. 2. Ms. Mona Shields and the student teacher add just the right touch to the dinner. 3. The classroom scene. (Theresa Smith, Mr. Noel Mehus, Teresa Reyes, and Jomar Villamor). 4. Tou Xiong concentrates as he serves parents and friends. 5. Madame Diane Hopen goes over the last minute preparations. 6. Cool and collected is the way to be. (Calvin Mickel). 7. Melissa Mendez picks her head up to flash a brief smile.

This has been the second successful year for the International Studies program at the Humboldt Secondary Complex. During the year the group headed by: Pete Adam, Diane Hopen, Tom Kranz, Noel Mehus, and Sandra Rubenstein, sponsored the first annual International Dinner. The dinner proved to be huge success. Not only was there support given by teachers, but also by friends, family, and the community. One of the main goals of the program was to increase students knowledge of their culture, of other cultures, and the government of the countries that surround them.
The math teams finished in fourth place in most of the meets they participated in. Bee Cha was the captain of the senior high team and Mai Lee Xiong the captain of the junior high team.

All of the players on each team enjoyed participating in the meets and having the chance to work with other students.

Math Teams Show Difference

1. Senior High Math League: First row, left to right: Kate Jirik, Vaddey Mom, Mai Na Lee, Bao Yang, Mao Xiong. Second row: Bee Cha, Tiffianee Patrin, Nicole Vandenbosch, Andrea Schmieg, and Coach Marty Gaslin. 2. Nicole Vandenbosch finds this problem quite easy to solve. 3. Kate Jirik understands her problem without any difficulty whatsoever. 4. Junior High Math League: First row, left to right: True Yang, Calvin Fish and Rick Williams. Second row: Coach Rose Berg, Christopher Genz, and Mai Lee Xiong. 4. Vaddey Mom and Mai Na Lee hurry through their timed drills. 5. Tiffianee Patrin and Bee Cha listen closely as they are told about their upcoming meets against Harding, Central Como, Johnson, Highland, and Henry.
Ecolab And Science Club Work Wonders


Both the Monthly and the Wednesday Night Science Clubs were a cooperative venture between Ecolab and Humboldt. The Monthly Science Club met one Wednesday each month during school. Panel discussions were presented on careers, science in conjunction with other fields, science in the world, and a question-answer session where students had the opportunity to ask their questions of the panel. Job Shadowing was available for any member at Ecolab.

The Wednesday Night Science Club met at Ecolab for six nights. This Club was open to students from other schools. At Ecolab, they were able to do experiments as well as participate in discussions.
The yearbook was created by a group of people who didn’t know what in the world they were doing. Except for Jodell Schlussler who thought she was always right.

Many Fridays were deleted from the lives of the dedicated staff to finish this beautiful book. Supervisor and near mother was Ms. Diane Schroepfer. The people who succeeded in giving her headaches were the very talented, and creative Bee Cha, Mai Na Lee, Vaddey Mom, Chrissy Ortiz, Jodell Schlussler, Andrea Schmieg, Amy Snodgrass, and Emmy Vadnais. Who all happen to be Section Editors.

Three deadlines had to be met. So, throughout the year the staff collected many-o-pictures, and lots of info. The staff commented that it is very enjoyable to create a page, and see the end result. A special thanks to all those who contributed in sharing their knowledge that needed to be put into print.
DEADLINES! DEADLINES! DEADLINES! DEADLINES!

1. Arrow Staff, first row, sitting left to right Emmy Vadnais, Brian Whitson, Georgia Hottinger, and Scott Ksiazek. Second row, standing left to right: Jen­nie Langlois, Amy Snodgrass, Brian Anderson, Jodell Schlussler, Jessica Gray, Chrissy Ortiz, Becky Kinkead, and Monti Smith. 2. Becky Kinkead pleases Mr. Klepperich and helps with the news letter. 3. Liz Reyes, what are you doing? 4. Mr. Bob Klepperich successfully completes another year of producing the news letter (What's New(s) at Humboldt) and the school paper (The Arrow).

THE ARROW. Each of us have read an article in the school paper at one time or another in our lives. Through the information in the paper, we learn of both social, and school events.

Putting the paper together is not an easy process. Each student is assigned a topic to look into. Much research goes into each story. After the student has completed their article, it is then given to Mr. Bob Klepperich to proof. This wonderful man than types it into his little computer. Finally he creates the lay-out, which is then submitted to the printing company. The paper comes back to school, and is distributed to the students and staff. The paper has a total of six issues a year.

Journalism students enjoy the art of concluding their ideas, and thoughts into a finished story. Folding and stapling the Newsletter became a favorite past time. Along with the tri-annual seminars.
1. Minnesota Timberwolves Star, Pooh Richardson, signs his autograph for Joey Prelgo. 2. Do I look like I'm happy? (Bobbi Spielman) 3. Abe Baker, Matt Jorgenson, and Tyrone Thomas show off a few of their mechanics goods. 4. Rob Muller and Shane Nowak anxiously await their next football game. 5. Phil Reyes does his best to show Chrissy Schwartz how to smile. 6. What's so interesting? (Diana Billings and Jenny Madden) 7. Matt Smith asks Shannon King what he thinks of his new shoes. 8. Check out the pipes! (Frank Cruz) 9. Noel Mehus and Jim Olson, two of Humboldt's finest coaches. 10. Tino Franco is going to think twice next time he wants to skip class.
Athletics
Our Squad Is Great

“The squads showed a lot of confidence in their teams.”

This year’s football cheerleaders had a great team to cheer for! They cheered their boys on to four victories and were there to cheer them up after their four losses.

The squad had thirteen girls that worked very well together. If anyone needed help there was always someone there.

All of the girls decided they were tired of the old sweaters. They decided to raise money for individual jackets. To do this, the girls came up with the idea to run around the track. While they were running, it just so happened that it started to rain. The girls were forced to finish their laps in the pouring rain while becoming drenched.

The main criticism of the season was the squad always had their backs to the crowd. Advisors, teachers, and students all complained of the rear end view. In order to stop the complaints the girls had to turn around and face the crowd.

This year’s hockey cheerleading squad increased in numbers from four to eight girls. The squad got along very well and all knew the cheers to the best of their ability.

This year, the girls had a small team to cheer for but, for some reason, it seemed to make it all the more fun. The girls didn’t get numbers mixed up with faces and were able to have more of a one to one ratio with the team they cheered for. Due to the large number of cheerleaders this year the girls didn’t have enough of the jackets that they had worn in previous years. The girls decided to get their own jackets. To raise money they ice skated fifty laps around West Side Arena. The squad came up with the money needed and had the jackets by their first St. Paul Conference game.
"The squads showed a lot of spirit and enthusiasm."

This year's advisors, Jenny Madden and Cecilia Gleb, decided to give it their best shot and assign cheerleaders to the junior varsity athletic teams. Returning cheerleaders took their turns teaching the J.V. cheerleaders cheers and they were able to pick up the cheers fairly well.

The wrestling squad's size of eight cheerleaders doubled this year compared to four from last year. Instead of the same sweaters the squad has worn in the past, the girls went to the community for donations to help them get jackets to wear.

The basketball squad had to put a little extra effort into teaching new girls cheers along with the J.V. cheerleaders. The girls also didn't like the old sweaters, so they decided to get new jackets. To raise money, they had a shoot-a-thon, in which they had to make fifty baskets.

"We have come a long way, but it is only a spark of our potential."

Bigger, faster, stronger was the theme for the 1989 Humboldt football team. With a new weight training program incorporated into this year's practices every member of the team had an opportunity to better themselves both as players and individuals. Weightlifting also inspired a teamwork ethic, unmatched by teams of the past. The team pulled together to post the best record of a Humboldt football team since 1975. Although they only won half of their games and finished their regular season with a record of 4-4, the Indians played as well as the best Class A teams in the state when they were on top of their game.

With all new offensive and defensive schemes and the encouragement of the coaching staff, the Indians played out their season with the attitude, "If it's believable, it's achievable". Their achievements, among others, included an average of 139 yards rushing and 133 yards passing per game. Statistics such as these helped the 1989 Indians outscore their opponents by a margin of 218 points to 168 points in their nine-game season.

1. Matt Smith throws a touchdown pass. 2. "Don't let this one get away." Brannon Drees goes for the recovery. 3. "Nice teamwork guys."

From left to right, bottom row: Frank Cruz, Gordon Carney, Shannon King, David Verdeja, Rob Muller, Joe Herrera, Travis Niemi, Brannon Drees, Brian Emerson. Second row: Ken Berg, Dave Perez, Victor Hernandez, Orlando Rivera, Rick Topp, Jimmy Williams, Brian Anderson, Chad Sexton, Matt Smith, Vince DiCosimo. Third row: Coach Mehus, Coach Olson, Jeff Gunness, Burt Hernandez, Juan Trejo, Santino Franco, Mike Thomas, Adam Kruger, Aric Wilson, Alfredo Verdeja, Vince Richardson, Head-Coach Herzog. Fourth row: Tony Medellin, Mike Boulos, Scott Ecker, Armando Camacho, Mario Sierra, Simon Jungbauer, Shane Nowak, Phil Dominguez, Shanon Capers, Diego Delao.

Football 27
Success Is On Its Way

"We stuck together and put forth effort to do our very best," Amy VanPoperin

The girls soccer team had a rough beginning with few and unexperienced members. They did however, manage to win two games, improving their record over last year. The final game against Como was won in overtime in the last minute. All members contributed to this victory.

Throughout the season, the girls worked hard on improving their soccer skills. The coach, Simon Whitehead, was pleased with the team's performance.

Coach Whitehead was awarded All-Conference Coach of the year. While All-Conference Players included Amy VanPoperin and Jenny Koester.

1. "Go, go, go!" (Tanya Stevens goes for the goal as Tonya Kulyas and Nikki Potten wait for the ball).
2. "Ouch! That hurts!" (Tanya Stevens jumps for the ball in mid-air).
3. "Let me kick the ball!" (Charlene Jerdee chases the ball and heads towards the goal).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HHS</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>4 Johnson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 Como</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 Harding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 Highland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 Cretin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. 1st row, left to right: Truc Nguyen, Tong Vang, Angie Sistads, Mai Vang, 2nd row, Amy VanPoperin, Nikki Potten, Charlene Jerdee, Tonya Kulyas, Traci Byrne, and Coach Simon Whitehead.
Teamwork Reigns

"I'm proud of our effort and hard work throughout the season."

Humboldt's boy's soccer team completed its season with two big wins over Harding and St. Agnes. The boys played with great and outlasting effort against other competitive teams. However, with a shortage of players, regaining their 1987 Champion title was a difficult task to accomplish. Despite their losing reputation, several players were able to gain honorable recognition to the Humboldt soccer team. Chong Vang, Leng Yang, and Jae Xiong were nominated to All Conference. Chong Vang was named "Prep Athlete of the Week" by the St. Paul Pioneer Press & Dispatch.

Despite the hardship, the boys enjoyed playing together both at the games as well as at practices, especially with coach G. M. Ales and the exchange students: Jesus Caro, Fernando Medina, and Raul Villanueva.

1. Jae Xiong and Bee Xiong tries to score as they help each other. 2. "I have to catch up with them!" Kevin Vang 3. Jesus Caro runs anxiously. 4. "I will not let you take that ball!" Leng Yang makes a mad dash for the ball as an opponent tries to interfere.

5. 1st row, left to right: Jae Xiong, Kevin Vang, Chong Vang, Fue Her, Bee Xiong, Pheng Moua, Youmeng Yang, and Ying Xiong 2nd row: Leng Yang, Bee Lee, Jesus Caro, Pheng Lee, Fernando Medina, Raul Villanueva, Chris Dorma, Ratha Kem, and Coach, G. M. Ales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HHS</th>
<th>HHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Como Park 3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Harding 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Highland 4 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cretin 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Johnson 6 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>St. Agnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>St. Paul Academy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"The girls worked well together as a team."

With co-captains Tina Byrne, Georgia Hottinger, and Liz Reyes leading the team, the girls' varsity volleyball team had an overall record of six wins and fourteen losses.

Coach Amy Holmgren stated, "The team's three seniors showed great leadership and dedication. The seniors will be missed, but the team will have six returning varsity players."

In the Sibley Volleyball Tournament the girls placed 5th.
They lost to Johnson in the first round of regions.

1. Georgia Hottinger prepares to bump the ball with Teresa Reyes ready to return it. 2. Tina Byrne positions herself to return the ball. 3. Liz Reyes backsets the ball to the anxiously waiting Kelly DeCarlo.

HHS  HHS
3  0 Visitation
3  0 Patrick Henry
1  3 St. Croix
   Luth.
3  0 Brady
0  3 Highland
0  3 Harding
0  3 CD Hall
1  3 Como Park
3  2 Central
1  3 Johnson
"Our teams used a great amount of effort."

The overall record for the ninth grade team was three wins and ten losses. Many of the matches went to the third, deciding game.

Coach Jill Gebeke commented, "The girls practiced hard, but unfortunately only six girls lasted the entire season. With the effort they put into it, the girls did their best."

The J.V. team welcomed new coach Kathy Wollack this season. The team put extra effort into the experimental ideas of their coach.

The overall record for the junior varsity team was five wins and ten losses. The wins were over Visitation, Patrick Henry, Brady, and twice over Highland.

Coach Kathy Wollack stated, "The team had long, hard practices and had to earn their spot to play in the game. Despite their record, the J.V. girls had fun."

1. Andrea Tejeda and Ana Rojas psych themselves at the net. 2. Ananda Henly returns the ball off the net. Theresa Smith looks on. 3. Ana Rojas goes for the set while Jodell Schlussler waits for the spike.
Successful

"This was the hardest working team in years"

This year cross country team proved to be quite successful. Each member contributed completely throughout the season. As a team they did well at each meet, yet each one set his goal on improving his time the following meet.

One of the most exciting meets was the one that was run at Princeton. This is one of the largest meets of its kind held in the country. Not surprisingly, most of the teams runners had good results that day. Despite the chilling weather the team finished out the season quite well.

Coach Joe LaCroix definitely agrees that it was a successful season yet, he would like to see a few more boys as well as girls come out for the team next season.

1. Jose Hernandez and Tizoc Rosales compete against each other to improve their personal time. 2. Tizoc Rosales runs with good form against all his opponents. 3. Tony Hernandez and Michael Torres practice together just to lend a helping hand. 4. LEGS ARE THE KEY FACTOR!


32 Cross Country
“Many of our athletes are preparing year around for their sports.”

This year there was a new addition to the athletics program here at Humboldt. This new addition was brought about to help achieve team goals as well as personal ones. Bigger, faster, stronger (BFS), was the theme for this new weightlifting program, headed up by Paul Herzog and Jim Olson.

“The boys showed interest and enthusiasm, during football season and some chose to continue throughout the year even though they were to be at school by no later than 6:30 a.m.” Some of the top lifters in the program were: Kenny Berg, Armando Camacho, Santino Franco and Victor Hernandez.

In talking with some of the lifters, they unanimously said they felt the program was beneficial to their athletic performance. In addition to the morning session there was a weightlifting clinic given March 17, 1990. The clinic did involve: inspirational stories, new max lifts, goal setting sessions, video on drugs and alcohol, BFS dead lift finale and the BFS rules for success.

1. Armando Camacho dead lifts 340 lbs!
2. Mario Sierra dead lifts with a trap bar.
3. Mr. Olson spots Santino Franco as he does his power clean.
4. Diego Delao gets the weight up.
5. Matt Boulos does his clean.
6. Mr. Herzog coaches Rafael Fuentes as Philip Beier looks on.
7. Victor Hernandez puts up his clean!
“Unfortunately, the best team doesn't always win. GREAT KIDS!” -Phil Thorson

This year's Junior High girls soccer team worked very hard under the supervision of coach Phil Thorson. The team's captains were Julie Splittstoesser, Xiao Yang, and Malee Vang. Julie Splittstoesser was also named most improved player, also Xiao Yang and Malee Vang were named most valuable players of the season. “The girls were an exciting, competitive team who suffered a number of tough losses. Five games lost were decided by one goal,” commented coach Thorson. They were a group of “Great Kids.”

“The girls have a lot of potential in their upcoming years.”

The Junior High girls basketball team, coached by Jill Gebeke, ended their season with three wins and six losses. The leading scorers for the team were Jenny Cuddihy with 44 points and Erin Hottinger with 34 points. All of the girls who finished the season scored at least one basket during a game. The girls played Highland, one of the top teams in the conference, losing by only three points with a score of 38-35. The girls worked very hard and learned a lot during the season.
Prepare For The Future

“Good group of girls, that enjoyed cheering.”

There was an outstanding turnout for the Junior High cheerleading squad this year. Many of the girls were very good, and the decisions were hard for the judges to make. Twelve girls were selected, and did a superb job of cheering our Junior High teams on. Alice Rhines, advisor for the squad, enjoyed working with the girls.

“Good group of girls, that enjoyed cheering.”

The Junior High wrestling team did very well in the 1989-90 season, placing fourth in the City Tournament. This was an excellent finish, considering there was 29 teams competing. The team was coached by Mr. Bruce Southward, and led by captains Steve Trevino, John Dixon, and Tony Contreras. The teams most improved players were David Thao and Youa Vang. The only criticism Coach Southward had on the season, was the shortage of wrestlers who tried out for the team. All in all it was a rewarding season for the Junior High wrestling team.
Swim Teams Make A Huge Splash!!!!

"3T's = Try, Training and Terrific."

Both Boy's and Girl's Swim Teams looked forward to a challenging and exciting year.

Captains Jim Helsper, and Joe Herrera had an easy task finding boys to join the team. David Klein, Justin Severson, Javier Trejo, and Juan Trejo are among the returning swimmers this year. The team showed promise and worked well together.

On the other hand Captain Christina Dominguez had a few problems getting the junior high girls to come to practice. Coach Paul Hodge said that the upper classmen did show more responsibility, but towards the end of the season the younger girls realized the importance of coming to practice daily.

This year's swimmers showed interest as well as dedication and both Jay Wescott, and Paul Hodge hope that next season the teams will increase in people as well responsibility.

"The team had fun this year no matter if they won or lost."

In the first game of the season, the P.I. Hockey team played a tough game against Anoka, but lost 6-0. The team played well throughout the season. Leading scorers for the team included: Mac Shapland, Charles Rosseter, Mike Nuessle, Va Lo, and Joe Charles. The goaltender for the team was Senior Scott Ksiazek who averaged 35 saves per game. Defense included: Dan Erdos, Rick Taylor, Roger Taylor, and Brian DuBois.

Mr. Lance Carlson was once again the coach of the team, he was assisted by Ms. Irene Carr.

Unfortunately, two of the players, Brett Saunders and Joe Charles were not pictured. Even though they're not in the picture, we must give them special credit for putting their best effort into the team.

1. Va Lo shows us his mean hockey look. 2. Another save by the outstanding goalie Scott Ksiazek. 3. Chuck Rosseter smiles as he takes his slapshot and can see the goalie missing the save. 4. Alex Rodriguez can imagine how proud his team would be if he made the winning goal. 5. Mac Shapland keeps a tight rein on the puck to make sure the opposite team won't get at it.

First row, left to right: Dan Erdos, Scott Ksiazek, Rick Taylor, Roger Taylor, Dan Thompson, Va Lo, Mike Miller, Brian DuBois, Katie Jirik, and Dan Wright. Second row: Mike Nuessle, Christian Schoellmer, Coach Lance Carlson, Mike Juergens, Alex Rodriguez, Mac Shapland, Chuck Rosseter, and Assistant Coach Irene Carr.
Boulos And Mitchell Most Improved

"We were an underachieving team." - Coach Steve Elizondo

Despite the not so good scoreboard of the 1989-90 Girls Basketball Season, the team did have a few good times.

Co-Captains for the team were Nadene Mitchell and Georgia Hottinger. The most improved players were Nadene Mitchell and Marie Boulos.

One final thing that the team might remember was Georgia Hottinger. At one of the conference games, Hottinger went up for the rebound and accidentally put the ball in their basket, giving the opposite team 2 extra points.

Head Coach, Steve Elizondo, said, "We were a much better team than our record showed. We were an underachieving team."

1. Coaches Steve Elizondo and Greg Ortega plan their strategy as Traci Byrne looks on. 2. Marie Boulos goes for the rebound. 3. The Byrne Combination! Tina Byrne and Traci Byrne. 4. Tina Byrne fights to take the ball down the court.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HHS</th>
<th>HHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 46</td>
<td>South St. Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 34</td>
<td>Visitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 44</td>
<td>Brady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 38</td>
<td>Washburn 55 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 38</td>
<td>Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 40</td>
<td>Como 72 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 81</td>
<td>Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 43</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 39</td>
<td>Highland 46 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 82</td>
<td>Harding 88 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 34</td>
<td>Central 45 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 48</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 73</td>
<td>CDH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ninth grade team had a good game against Como Park. The team worked well together, and have good potential for the years to come. The main criticism of the season was the large amounts of injuries and illnesses.

Co-Captains for the J.V. team were Andrea Tejeda and Mary Schmidt. With these two leading the team, the girls got along well and had good sportsmanship both on and off the court.

The most valuable players for the team were Co-Captains Schmidt, Tejeda and Sonja Martinez. Most improved for the team were Tonja Miller, Teresa Reyes, and Theresa Smith.

All in all, the team had a great year, and will have a good chance when they move up to the varsity team. Coach Greg Ortega claimed, “They were a great team to work with.”

3. Sophomore Andrea Tejeda played an important part on both Varsity and J.V. teams.
We Want Two From You-

"Our guys gave 110% every game. We started with the tip off and didn't give up until the final buzzer."

Since Humboldt was the smallest team in the conference this season they had a bit of a disadvantage against the other schools, but two advantages they did have were quickness and skill that topped most of their opponents. Senior Captains Brian Whitson and Shannon King had no trouble getting the team to practice. However, the boys did have a little problem working together as a team. As some worked towards individual goals, such as All-Conference, others wanted to improve more as a team and not worry so much about themselves.

Even though the team had some tough times they did come together to pull off well deserved victories. Their major accomplishments were wins over South St. Paul, Johnson, Harding, and St. Croix Lutheran. Throughout the season the team did work hard in hopes that next year they will be able to work more together and accomplish more team goals instead of personal ones.

Key players this year for the Varsity team included: Senior Brian Whitson, otherwise known as Big Daddy "B", and Senior Shannon King, known to his partners as Fresh. Other steady ball players for the team were Rick Topp (Flip Flop), Matt Smith (Mattie), Roberto Galaviz (Bert), and Tony Travis (Jordan). Even though only a few were recognized by their starting position everybody did their part to contribute to the team effort. If the players were asked to sum up the season most of them would say "We gave but we could have given more for each other instead of giving for ourselves."


Boys Varsity basketball, Kneeling bottom row left to right: Scott Ecker, Matt Smith, Shannon King, and Shane Nowak. Standing top row left to right: Head Coach Larry Lucio, Roberto Galaviz, Chad Barry, Brian Whitson, Kedall Knox, Rick Topp, Jason Custard, Deon Powell, Tony Travis, and Assistant Coach Steve Aeilts.
"If we stay together as a team, the future is ours."

This year there were more boys out for the 9th Grade and Junior Varsity teams than ever before. There are many 9th graders with so much talent that, "If we stay together the future is ours." Because of the lack of 10th graders and the talent in the underclass players the 9th graders have more opportunity to play than most 10th graders. Jon Wessel and Dan Maxson were this year's MVP's while John Belmares and Jon Schlussler were the MIP's for the season.

The Junior Varsity's future also looks bright. They have a record of 3-1 at home and 2-1 away. The boys work well together and if the talent increases then they should have no problem taking the conference title when they are on the varsity team. The captains were Shane Nowak and Vince DiCosimo, while the MVP's were Delvon Gordon and Shane Nowak.

1. Rick Topp tries to avoid those cute cheerleaders. 2. Now is not the time to show your dance skills Shannon! (Shannon King) 3. No Delvon you are not looking in the mirror! (Delvon Gordon and Dan Maxson)
"The potential on the team was tremendous, everybody gave toward the team effort."

This year was a rebuilding year for the wrestling team at Humboldt. The team added many new faces, and with new faces came inexperience. Due to the youngness of the team, everybody had to work together in order to pull off a victory. The team had a record of 3-11-1 (at print time), with victories against: Rochester John Marshall 36-24, Park-Cottage Grove 40-36, and Central 38-29, with a tie against Harding 36-36.

As a whole the team matured and improved throughout the season. As Co-Captains Rob Muller and Joel Horner worked with the more experienced wrestlers, the Junior Varsity thrived on the help given to them by their new assistant coach Dennis Muller. The JV team was undefeated in conference action, and showed interest in achieving the goal of conference champions again next year. As a result of this equal balance of wrestlers, next season they expect to once again be on top.

1. Joel Horner takes control with no problem at all. 2. Robbie Muller is that really you? 3. Dave Verdeja goes after those 2 points for a take-down. 4. Isaac Contreras shows the camera is fancy feet work. 5. Tizoc Rosales shows his man who is boss. 6. Dennis Mishler gets share of points for the team. 7. Isaac Contreras finds himself in a tough situation.
Win The Match W-I-N The Match

Junior Varsity, kneeling first row left to right: Mike Gleb, Taup Teuang, Jesus Caro, and Tony Hernandez. Standing top row left to right: Assistant Coach Dennis Muller, Chhoung Voueng, Dung Nguyen, Fernando Medina, Tony Medellin, Paul Swett, Chad Lasch, and Head Coach Noel Mehus.

Varsity, kneeling, first row left to right: Tizoc Rosales, Joel Horner, Isaac Contreras, Chris Mudek, Jose Trevino, Chhoy Voueng, Tony Hernandez, and Rob Muller. Standing, top row left to right: Ken Berg, Assi. Coach Dennis Muller, Frank Cruz, Victor Hernandez, Dennis Mishler, Mike Thomas, Dave Verdeja, Jeff Gunness, Chad Lasch, and Head Coach Noel Mehus.
"Achieving success does not always entail winning." - Brannon Drees

Having lost over half of the starters from the 1988-89 hockey season to graduation, the 1989-90 season looked grim for this years hockey team. Lack of players, key injuries, and the absence of a full-time coach were just a few more factors that kept the *Indians from having a winning season. Teamwork compensated for the shortage of players and once injuries healed and Jim Olson took over as head coach things began to fall into place for the *Indians. They pulled together to put forth a valiant effort in several games but consistently ran out of gas late in the games.

The 1989-90 Humboldt hockey team overcame several pitfalls in order to keep the hockey program from folding. Throughout the course of the season the *Indians rarely found the scoreboard reading in their favor but they managed to maintain a positive outlook and went into every game intending to win. This attitude proved to be an excellent character builder and promoted teamwork during the entirety of this years season.

The team was centered around forwards Damian Diaz, Brian Emerson, and Chad Sexton, defensemen Pete Estrada and Jason Vasquez, and goaltender Scott Boettcher. These six anchored the team throughout the season while freshmen Jose Cardenas and Tim Moe stood out among the remainder of the young squad.

1. Coach Jim Olson yells some words of encouragement. 2. And we're off to the races! Damian Diaz. 3. This puck is mine. Peter Estrada. 4. Tim Moe will take control. Tim Moe and Scott Boettcher. 5. I guess I showed him. Scott Boettcher. 6. Peter Estrada skates so fast that the camera can't get a clear shot. 7. Take it away! Chad Sexton. 8. Way to be, 33! 9. Scott Boettcher saves the puck. Jason Vasquez and Brian Emerson help save the day. 10. Shoot that puck and S-C-O-R-E, score. Pete Estrada takes a slap shot hoping Jason Vasquez or Brian Emerson could rebound it and put it in. Don't worry they didn't score. Scott Boettcher and Jason Vasquez.
Front row, left to right: Scott Boettcher, Chris Dorma, Frank Hiller, Peter Estrada, Jason Vasquez, John Florez, Tim Hoe, and Billy Meyer. Top row: Head Coach, Jim Olson, Brian Emerson, Brannon Drees, Eli Pruitt, Damian Diaz, Chad Sexton, Brett Velander, Jon Blank, Jose Cardenas, and Coach Tom Kranz.
1. Yeah Boy! That was some great Halloween dance the Junoir High put on! (First row, left to right: Sheila Gonzagowski and Mary Schmidt. Second row: Traci Byrne, Joe Herrera, Matt Smith, and Gorden Carney). 2. You know I'm right so give it up dude! (Saul Silva) 3. Damian Diaz seriously ponders the thought of his up and coming hockey game. 4. What you see is not always what you get especially in this situation. (Steve Aeilts, Chad Sexton, and Damian Diaz) 5. Jennie Langlois knows she is extremely beautiful! 6. Landy Rivera just another one of Homecoming King Frank Cruz subjects. 8. How much do you really weigh Nadene? (Top: Nadene Mitchell. Bottom: Amy Snodgrass and Jodell Schlussler) 7. Here is just one more picture of us in the yearbook! (Brannon Drees and Chad Sexton) 9. Michelle Tejeda does her best to cheer the basketball team on to another victory.
Remembering Fun Times at Humboldt

1. Students take time out of study to be photogenic. Veronica Herman, Mike Simonds, Tiffany Martinez, and Lupe Ledesma. 2. Humboldt Students concentrate so no one falls. 3. Yes, We brushed our teeth today! Jodell Schlussler and Danielle Swanda. 4. I'm the world's biggest stud. Alfredo Verdej. 5. Gosh, I'm so beautiful. Nicole O'Malley. 6. Students rush to the bathroom after a school lunch. 7. I'm going to be a professional someday. Simone Vasquez.
The Many Faces Here At Humboldt


5. Terri Carlson explains how to win big bucks in bingo. 6. "Aren't we all just a bunch of happy campers?!" 7. Theresa McGovern concentrates so she won't trip and fall. 8. If you could see what was going on in her mind, what would it look like? Hmm ... (Dara Yang). 9. Jennifer Birkholz adds a bit of her own note during the Homecoming half time.
Class of 1995

Agnes, Emily
Alle, Drucella
Aviles, Yaritzy
Austin, Michelle
Axtell, Tasha
Berg, Kyle
Blanchette, Erick

Bortz, Bryan
Bostwick, Solomon
Boven, Jelayna
Bresnahan, Kevin
Brown, Paul
Brundy, Orrin
Bump, Jacob

Calderon, Anabel
Cantu, Illiana
Castillo, Danny
Castillo, Danny
Charles, Joseph
Charles, Ralph
Colon, Laura

Colon, Victor
Colunga, Vicente
Cortez, Oliveros
Darlow, Sadie
Day, Robin
DeLosier, Lucy
DeVaney, Melissa

Dimartino, Angela
Duerr-Smith, M. M.
Dupey, Jesus
Dupey, Josephine
Dupre, Brent
Durant, Jamie
Ellis, James

Emerson, Andrea
Enriquez, Marcos
Estrada, Eric
Estrada, Erika
Evans, Charles
Fish, Calvin
Fisher, Rosa

Fonseca, Jessica
Gallegos, Carlos
Garcia, Jeanett
Garcia, Julia
Garcia, Theresa
Garcia, Yadira
Gleb, Amy

Goetz, Kim
Gonzales, Noemy
Grimm, Lori
Grosz, Joanne
Grundy, John
Gutierrez, Jesus
Hageman, Billy

Hanson, Vance
Hartman, Lisa
Havlish, Rosalind
Hernandez, Ivlisse
Hernandez, Juana
Hernandez, Sandra
Herrera, Antonio
Allen, Karen
Baker, Jennifer
Batchelor, Delbert
Beier, Philip
Berg, Kenneth
Borgan, Lidia
Boulos, Matthew

Brown, Amy
Brown, Marshall
Bugg, Chaska
Cha, Ying
Cobb, Amie
Colvin, Marcus
Conlan, Liam

Contreras, Anthony
Cortez, Ilyana
Cradle, James
Cuddihy, Jenny
Davis, Aaron
Day, Michelle
DeLao, Jason

Dixon, John
Dominguez, Phillip
Drinnin, Michael
Ethier, Amanda
Fitch, Brian
Fuentes, Rafael
Garcia, Paula

Genz, Christopher
Grimm, Christy
Hang, Sue
Hedberg, Daniel
Her, Cher
Her, Ge
Hesser, Marie

Horner, Amber
Hottenger, Erin
Hughes, Sarah
Jackson, John
Johnson, Aaron
Jones, Jessie
Jorgenson, Damian

Joubert, Eric
Joy, Amy
Kingbird, John
Klooz, Jason
Kortz, Billie -Jo
Kowarsch, Crystal
Koy, Thearvy

Thor, Zong
Kulyas, Travis
Lara, Dionicio
Lasch, Delia
Lee, Chao
Lindstrom, Michele
Livingston, Quentin

L'Muth, Phao
Lopez, Theresa
Lor, Ger
Lor, Houa
Lovan, Linthong
Magle, Pamela
Marx, Shantelle

8th Grade 53
McGuire, Theresa
McKnight, Titus
Meade, Matthew
Mollenhauer, Charles
Munoz, Anita
Murray, Janel
Nygard, Alisa

O'Malley, Nicolle
Otte, Kristy
Perez, Yolanda
Pfluger, Edward
Pfluger, Michael
Pierce, Tammy
Pollard, Lenora

Prelgo, Joseph
Price, Jessica
Rabenort, Jennifer
Remackel, Erica
Reynero, Antonio
Rief, Jennifer
Rodewald, Matthew

Rodriguez, Evangeline
Rosario, Sherri
Rowe, Melissa
Rowen, Carrie
Sax, Gina
Schneider, Aaron
Schurr, Eric

Shew, Brian
Sikaffy, Carlos
Smith, Alicia
Smith, Eric
Smith, Robert
Sok, Khorn
Solheid, Erik

Splittstoesser, Julie
Standley, Shane
Thao, David
Thao, Her
Thao, Nhia
Thao, Va
Thompson, Daniel

Tonn, Jaime
Tonn, Jeremiah
Trejo, Javier
Trevino, Steve
Triemert, Kelly
Unger, William
Valley, Katrina

Vang, Neng
Vang, Youa
Warns, Michelle
Warren, Corinne
Wicklace, Anthony
Williams, Richard
Xiong, Maylee

Yang, Ai
Yang, Teng

54 8th Grade
Class of 1993

Arredondo, Patricia
Aviles, Jessica
Bahl, Leticia
Bailey, Christine
Balbas, Ryan
Beckman, Richard
Belmares, John
Bougie, Mark
Boulos, Michael
Brown, Eric
Bugg, Renita
Camacho, Armando
Cameron, Amy
Campbell, Rachael
Caraway, Trent
Cardenas, Jose
Casey, Michael
Castillo, Jose
Clairmont, Lakota
Cody, Toby
Colon, Yajaira
Contreras, Adrian
Contreras, Antonio
Contreras, Maria
Davis, Venus
Dickson, Stacy
Dorma, Chris
Dubois, Brian
Durant, Crystal
Duth, Poy
Ecker, Anna
Garcia, Aldo
Garcia, Natalie
Garcia, Silverio
Garcia, Xiomara
Gjerde, Christina
Gleb, Michael
Goding, Samantha
Graham, Gina
Grundhauser, Pamela
Haglund, Brian
Happel, Aaron
Hardin, Sean
Heath, Janel
Hammer, Scott
Her, Fue
Her, Nhia
Her, Xia
Hinojosa, Michael
Hutchins, Chalane
Jackson, Denise
Jones, William
Jorgenson, Erin
Josephs, Bobby
Jungbauer, Simon
Kane, Michelle
Kaup, Aaron
Kehborn, Benjamin
Koch, Melissa
Kong, Cher
Labbitt, Rebecca
Lang, Ginger
LaValle, Daniel

Freshmen 55
Lee, Kou
Lee, Sharrell
Lee, Tong
Lefebvre, Cynthia
Leith, Duane
Leith, Michael
Leo, Nicole

Luna, Maia
Maldonado, Charmin
Maloney, Kristen
Mancha, Miguel
Mappel, Aaron
Martin, Jody
Martinez, Miguel
Martinez, Yeisa
Marx, Benjamin
Mathna, Kerry
Mattix, Faith
Mauricio, Frank
Maxson, Danny
McAfee, Mark

McNamara, Patrick
Medellin, Anthony
Melgar, Paul
Mendez, Terrance
Mendoza, Aldo
Mendoza, Jose
Meyer, Leslie

Meyer, William
Michalec, James
Michalec, Jim
Miller, Francis
Moe, Timothy
Mohammad, Syeed
Monita, Jacqueline

Monno, Brian
Montantes, Ben
Montantes, Celena
Morelli, Angela
Moreno, Contessa
Moua, Pheng
Munos, Latonya

Napier, Jeanine
Nguyen, Uyen
Nielsen, Michael
Nieszner, Ann
Nobello, Federic
Overton, Lawrence
Peck, Robert

Pendergast, Kristi
Peterson, Jennifer
Peterson, Katie
Peterson, Rebecca
Pethschauer, Amy
Phalaket, Manath
Potten, Nicole

Ramirez, Wanda
Rathbun, Laurie
Reinhardt, Dennis
Resendez, Gregory
Rodriguez, Charity
Rodriguez, Rebecca
Rogers, Michelle

56 Freshmen
Romero, Ramon
Romo, Sophia
Rosseter, Charles
Rothbauer, Tania
Russell, Dominique
Sanchez, Kathryn
Sanders, Michelle
Saulter, Misty
Saunders, Brett
Schenfeld, William
Schlussler, Jon
Schulte, Erin
Schwanz, Jeremy
Senske, Paul
Serrano, Ana
Severson, Justin
Shoals, Eric
Sierra, Mario
Sistad, Angela
Splittstoesser, Lori
Standley, Shannon
Stauch, Deanna
Stevens, Tanya
Stutzman, Kenneth
Tatum, Stephen
Tejeda, Michelle
Testa, Matthew
Thao, Chia
Thao, Pao
Thomas, Tyrone
Thurstin, Meliza
Tonn, Gregory
Tototzintle, Maria
Trevino, Jose
Ueltschi, Sandra
Vendenbosch, Cory
Vang, Cha
Vang, Di
Vang, Kevin
Vang, Tong C.
Vang, Tong
Velander, Brett
Velasquez, Juanita
Verdeja, Deana
Voegung, Chhuong
Walker, Jeremy
Walsh, Kelly
Wessel, Jon
Wheeler, David
Xiong, Bee
Xiong, Dao
Yang, Der
Yang, Tou
Yang, Yer
Yang, Yia
Ysaguirre, Robert
Zambrano, Maria
Class Of 1992

Ator, Dustin
Betz, Mark
Birkholz, Jennifer
Bray, Michael
Briggs, Anthony
Bryand, Delores
Buechner, Jeffrey

Bump, James
Castro, Juan
Cha, Sue
Chak, K. Boran
Chhem, Samantha
Chhem, Chantit
Cook, Jenna

Cullins, Kaseetra
Delao, Diego
Dickson, James
Dickson, John
Dolney, Nicholas
Dow, Shelly
Egginner, Sharon

Florez, John
Garcia, Bentura
Garcia, Mary
Getchell, Richard
Gray, Jessica
Greencrow, Misty
Hansen, Kimberly

Haugen, Dale
Heap, Kuon
Henly, Ananda
Her, See Thong
Hernandez, Alex
Hernandez, Jose
Hogan, Chad

Jirik, Katrina
Johnson, Kris
Kehborn, John
Kinkead, Rebecca
Klinge, Lee Anne
Kloos, Jacquelyn
Knorr, Carmelle

Knudsen, Jerad
Koehler, Angelique
Kowalski, Jon
Kruger, Anna
LaBore, Thomas
Lake, Kimberly
Lanoux, Gina

Lavalle, Curtiss
Lee, Nai
Lee, Peng
Lee, Shoua
LeMax, Tina
Long, Chanthaly
Love, Topako

Ly, Chor
Magle, Dominick
Martin, Paula
Marx, Shalehta
McGovern, Theresa
Mendez, Melissa
Mickel, Calvin

58 Sophomores
Mishler, Dennis
Moran, Daniel
Muntean, Joshua
NewHouse, Amy
Nguyen, Tran
Nhean, Sophal
Nowak, Shane

O'Brien, Tammy
Patrin, Daniel
Pena, Simon
Pettet, Maria
Reyes, Teresa
Rodewald, Ruthanne
Rojas, Ana

Romo, Veronica
Rowen, Brian
Sagstetter, Spencer
Schmidt, Kimberlie
Schneider, Christine
Schoeller, Christian
Schommer, Craig

Schurr, Vincent
Schwartz, Christine
Sloat, Elaine
Smith, Scott
Smith, Theresa
Swanson, Dennis
Swett, Michael

Tejeda, Andrea
Thao, Nou
Thomas, Benjamin
Toft, Paul
Vang, Cua
Vang, Jue
Vang, Ka Youa

Vang, Leng
Vang, May Neng
Vasquez, Simone
Villamor, Jomar
Vruno, Angela
Wendel, Kimberly
Wollenberg, Thomas

Xiong, May
Xiong, Tong
Xiong, Tou
Yang, Bao
Yang, Dara
Yang, Lee
You, Lang

Young, Jennifer
Zigan, Jason
Zuniga, Martina

Sophomores 59
Class of 1991

Abbott, William
Albrecht, Lisa
Almquist, David
Alvarado, Melissa
Arellano, Martin
Austin, Christina
Barry, Chad

Benedict, Alicia
Berg, David
Boulos, Marie
Brown, Catina
Burton, John
Cain, Richard
Cheney, Todd

Chieng, Lung
Colvin, Charles
Contreras, Isaac
Contreras, Robbie
Cook, Nikki
Custard, Jason
Danner, Katie

Davis, Paul
DeCarlo, Kelly
Ebensteiner, Shirley
Ecker, Sarah
Ecker, Scott
Feely, Karen
Fox, Sean

Galaviz, Roberto
Galaviz, Sergio
Gibson, Denise
Gleb, Jennifer
Gonzagowski, Sheila
Groess, James
Grundy, William

Guerin, Angela
Guinness, Jeffrey
Halbert, James
Hang, Houa
Hatch, Shelley
Heish, Donna
Heller, Mary

Henley, Alex
Hernandez, Angel
Hernandez, Bert
Horner, Joel
Huehmer, Michael
Indridason, Janalle
Jaques, Martin

Johnson, Bryant
Jorgenson, Matthew
Joyner, Belinda
Juergens, Michael
Juergens, Romona
Kem, Ratha
Kline, David

Kowarsch, Jennifer
Kruger, Adam
Kulyas, Tammy
Kulyas, Tonya
Lamb, Leonard
Landkamer, Lori
Lang, Jessica
"The Indian symbol used by the Humboldt Secondary Complex represents the school's diversity and respect for all cultures. Racist comments or actions will be penalized." — Standards For The Use Of The Indian Symbol at Humboldt Secondary Complex.
Cabin Fever, Groovy Tuesday, Pookey,

**BRIAN R. ANDERSON**

Football, 9, 10, 11, 12; Swimming 9, 10, Captain 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10; Track 11, 12; Special Friends 10, 11, 12; Senior Executive Board 12; Beating Harding in football, T.Ping Brady, Winning 3 in a row, My 16th B-day, Cabin fever, Homecoming '89, Prom '90, J.B, J.L, L.R, G.H, T.B's, J.M, L.R, P.R, J.W's, E.O, S.B, M.S, C.D, C.O. Thanks Gregg, MOM I love ya, In memory of Dennis Daughtery.

**JESSICA L. AXTELL**

FB Games, Chub's Parties, Partying with the gang, "The Blazer", The Crazy Weldon's, "Zip", Best Buds, Stacy and Julie, Buster, (Dad), Rose, R.S, S.S, S.E, T.G, Cruisin with Jon; Spike, Thanks Cookie and Jim, I made it!

**MICHELLE BARROWS**

French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Arrow Staff 11; Cheerleading 10, 12; My best friends Amy Firne and Diana Billings; Psychedelic music world; "Taxi-Taxi" Fogham and Achoo; HOCKEY U2 and R.E.M. concerts; Groovy Tuesday; I am a Hippie; Chase by a dot, D. Erickson; The Pumpkin Ritual; T-Ping, Inspiring Folk and Rock Music- Thank you for happening; K.D, K.O J.J; Homecoming '89, Peace.

**RENA M. BAKKE**

Eddie 4-18-88 until forever; meep meep; 2 per stack; hockey, MWHS; TEC; Cali; Special Friends: pokey; St. Martain's; Prom '88, '89, '90; the pot in the microwave; Summer of 86; Milan; Where's my blanket? Robin, Rena, Andrea B., Bev, Danielle, Mom, Dad, Luv Ya All!

**DIANA BILLINGS**

**JAMES P. BRENGMAN**

**LYNNE BEACH**
'66 Charger, Brandella, Beating Harding

JON A. BRENNHOFER

Football 9, Wrestling 9, Golf 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Ski Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Yuk-Yuk; Dippin' in Sweet J's; Cruisin Robert; "The throttles stuck"; Jamming with the attack; C.K, B.D, B.E, C.B, R.T, D.D, J.L, B.E, B.H, B.W, S.J, C.S, J.H; Prom '89, '90; Elizabeth Reyes 9-25-88; Thanks Mom and Dad.

MICHAEL BROWN

Community based - acadia dias; quick hands; Pam Williams, David Simonet.

CHRISTINE BROWN

Soccer 10, Prom Committee 11, Poison Concerts; Prom '88; All concerts; Guys!; Rocking with great friends; Hey Tonia; What is this? LIMOS! Andi; Keep rocking Dudes. Thank you for your support Mom.

KAREN BYLAND

Meeting new people; four on the floor J.J; Prom '90; all the times I've spent with Shawn 10-4-88; J.J, T.R, B.S, B.S, J.E; Thanks to all; I made it! Thanks Mom, I love you.

DAWN M. CARLSON

Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11; Executive Board 12; Prom Committee; Homecoming King Candidate 12; Beating Harding 16-15; Prom '90; Homecoming '86-'89; M.S, J.H, J.W, B.A, H.T, T and T.B, G.H, Y.L, Dawn, M-n-M, and Amis Jay; Luv Ya Mom and Dad.

JOSEPH BUECHNER

Homecoming '87, '88, '89, '90; Defeat against Brady; Big "R" and S.S at H.R.; Scott and Bri in 1st sem. soc. studies Mr. Klepperich. French, Madame Hopen, Cava? Thanks Mom and Dad.

TRACI L. BYRNE

Volleyball 9, 11; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer 12; Softball 10, 11, 12; Student Council Secretary; Prom Committee; Science Club; Homecoming '88; Prom '90; Football games; Brandella; Mama Giona; Boobess; Man Beater; Chillie Willie; Brewer; swallow 5 times; Jeni's sleep over; K.D, K.T, S.G, T.M, G.H, M.S, L.R, B.V, Big T; My best friend Marie Boulou; Dan Olson 8-5-89; I love you Mom!
Peace, Robert St. to Fairbault

Lisa Centeno

Bee Cha

French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chess Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Humboldt Asian Club (Vice-Pres.) 12; Science Club 11, 12; Soccer 11, 12; Speech (NFL) 11, 12; Toast Masters 11, 12; Prom Committee 11; Student Council 11; Math League 11, 12 (Capt.); Student Congress 11, 12; Year Book Staff 12; Senior Executive; homework and more homework; thanks to my parents, counselors, teachers, and friends.

Clement Rom Clark

Livin' like a gangsta'; the sidewalk; moochin' off India; downtown with the ladies, kickin' it live; hangin' with Erwin and Nathan; finding trouble; Robie St., Jetta's, Speedy, Michelle, Tina, Amy, Monique, Lisa, Chuckie, Lucy, Nina, Frog, Maria and Daughter Estrella, Maria O., Garski, Scott, DD, GH, BH, KK, JW.; Word! to my mother, I'm outa' here, Peace.

Bryan Scott Christian

I'm going to miss all my friends the boring classes; the times spent waiting for the last day of school; S.S., J.B.; Homecoming '89.

Julie Cobb

English 12 with Bobbie and Kristi; Busy Bee with Kandice T.F., K.D., B.S., K.K., and Lush; Brian Keith Giossi 11-18-86; did it mom, thanks!!

Andrew De Bruckuyer

Damian D. Diaz

Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Golf 10, 11, 12; Sno-Daze Duke 10, Prince 11; Student Council 10, 11, 12; Parties 9, 10, 11, 12; Ski Club 11, 12; Boys State 11; Killing Time '88 My '72 Beast; dippin' in "sweet J's" class; cruisin' Robert St. to Fairbault (K.T., P.C.); Wild Mtn. ski trips; takin' B.D.'s car; Michelle, Thiry, BE, BH, JB, Whits, CK, RT, BD, CS, Jay, and Big "R"; Thanx mom and dad.
Stop the press!, Yo Berndog Raps,

**JAMES DINGER**

Swimming 9, 10, 11, Captain 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, 12; Golf 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Sr. Class Ex. brd.; Prom comm.; STOP THE PRESS! WHO'S THAT? 7 O'Clock girls; Just a moment! H.C. Prom 89; hair's got a TINge; the limp; SAD! Best buds Nae-n-Chris The Posse: LR, GH, AV, BD, OG, DV, VH, the guy's, bro's mom, dad Te Amo.

**CHRISTINA DOMINGUEZ**

BRANNON M. DREES

Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9; Golf 10, 11, 12; Stud. Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Ski Club 9, 10, 11, 12; BernN'Sex MLB; Riv, Midnight Spec; Can't Drive 55; The Attack; Yo BERNDOG Raps; The Hunt; Let's Get Busy; Ciao Baby! My Boys Sex, Jav, Sweet Em, Sav, JB, CK, BE, BW, DD; Hey Ladies! My Hispanic Posse CD, GH, LR, CH & TR; Thanks Mom & Chris for pullin' me through. Love Ya! BERNDOG 2-4-72

**JULI EASTMAN**

Football Cheerleader 9; Wrestling Cheerleader 9; Student Council 9, Exec. Board 10, 11; Golf 12 Stealin' Granada; T'P'ing; S-P Game; Nokomis; M.B.V.; Dudes?, T.V.C.; Cosmet; Mertile, Theodore, Clarence; Hey Johnny; Prom W/Bob; Ra­coon; Homecoming '88 & '89; Bobbi; KT, TF; Bowlin' Bud; Danny; Baha in Lilydale; "Upon"; Junebug & Beatle; Silverbell; Thanks Mom, Dad, and Jodie. I Love You!

**KRISTI L. DREXL**

Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Captain 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, 12; Golf 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Sr. Class Ex. brd.; Prom comm.; STOP THE PRESS! WHO'S THAT? 7 O'Clock girls; Just a moment! H.C. Prom 89; hair's got a TINge; the limp; SAD! Best buds Nae-n-Chris The Posse: LR, GH, AV, BD, OG, DV, VH, the guy's, bro's mom, dad Te Amo.

**ROBERT J. ESPINOZA**

Prom Committee 11; Snow Daze 11; Wrestling 9; Golf 11; Ski Club 10, 11, 12 Skiing Wild Mountain; Dippin' in "Sweet J's" class; Fly'n Hi W/Bri; Fishin'; BIG R.; Hangin' W/The Boys TS, BH, JB, CR, MR, CK, JH, BT, BD, BE, IK, BS, SB, EE, TH, TH, DL, DD, KT, JL, RT, 18 & life to go; "Reno"; Thanks Mom & Dad, Love Ya!

**DENNIS FOLEY**

Concert Choir 10; Student Council 11 Wild Times at Nokomis; Hey Homie! Party Rooms; "Word"; Ninja's; HR #117; Heidi's Rollerblades; V-S CM W/Brad; Homecoming '89; Summer '89; 8-31-89 TH; Julie C, Irvine, friend 4-ever Christine Martinek; other half Kara & Heidi; Our Apt.; Tony H., Twins, TL, JH, TR, KC, Buck, Beamer, Bruce; Special Times W/ Special People; To My Mom & Family, I Love Ya.

**BRIAN EMERSON**

Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 10; Band 9, 10, Treas. 11, V.P. 12 #71 SWEET EM; Trad. spot on the bench W/Shakey; Jammin' at Pat's Party Pit W/K.T.; The Seab; The Attack W/BD, JB, CB; Home­coming '89; Beating Harding; Emerald Green Wagon; Summer of '89 W/T.D.; The BERNDOG; Thanks to all my friends and my Mom and Dad. You're the best!
Yeah Boy!, ? Hour, Baby Boom

PATRICIA FOLSON
Gymnastics 9, 10; Special Friends 11, 12; Track 11; Senior Class Executive Board; partying with Kathy, special times with Eric B, The gang-Kim, Kath, John, Tom, Eric. My 17th B-day party. Prom '89 & '90 Dawn L&C 4-ever. Thanks punks Shell, Mom and Dad I did it! I love you guys!

KIRK GARCIA

BARRY HAWKINS
Work Experience Program; Independent Living Program; ceramics class, Christmas parties, Mr. Sullivan, all my teachers, my Mom and Dad.

ATHENA MAREE GARCIA
Cheerleading 9, 10; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Choir 9, 10, 11, 12; Senior Class Treasurer; Sno-Daze 9, 10; Special Friends; Dave and TAZ. Tuna, V.H., Emma, E.V., C.L. ? hour. Brittani (Roni) 1-17-89, 11:40 a.m., my T.J. 11-18-86 "Forever" Leni & Lis, muffin, I love you Mommy and Tilly. Thanx.

JAMES HELSPER
Cross Country 9, 10, 11, Captain 12; Swimming 9, 10 Captain 11, 12; Track 10, 11 Captain 12; H.R. 271? "Hinkley Hunting with the boys" School lunches, T- ping, Yeah Boy! Homecoming 89, partying with everyone, teachers, and coaches. J.L. & S.W. My second families "Herrera's and Leach's" Thanks Mom and Dad!

THOMAS HARTUNG

NINA C. HAYDEN
My year at St. Agnes, Jill's bathroom, M.C. & L.C.'s man greatfalls. All the fun times with my buddies and Cachi.; 11-12-88 My Cachi Soto 1-6-88. Ams Teen, Chuck, Mich, Lou Theresa, "T", Clem, M.C., L.C. C.M., B.D., J.B., and all my other friends from the past year. Thanks to my family, mostly my Mom and Gram, I love you!

MICHAEL HEMMER
I had a nice high school experience with Brian C., Pat M., Scott S., Mr. Grebner, Mr. Mergens. I love you Mom and Dad.
*Indians forever, Circus '86, #8, Prom

**NICOLE M. HERNANDEZ**

Prom Committee 11; Science Club 11, 12; Student Congress 11, 12; Senior Class Ex. Brd. Prom '89, '90; Homecoming '88, '89; Fighting for the Indian, forever he will live! Hanging with J.K, A.L, L.R; T.H where's my $60? Mark R. Samuelson 5-21-87; Look Mom and Dad, I made it.

**TONY HERNANDEZ**

**VICTOR RAMIRO HERNANDEZ**

Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 10, 11, 12; Sr. Ex. Brd. 12; Prom Committee. The Garage; Football games; L.F.; Parties; Circus '86; Homecoming '89; DEV, S.F, O.R, L.L, C.D, C.A, E.H, Thanks Mom, I love you.

**TONIA M. HICKMAN**

French Club 11, 12; LIMO '89; Concerts with Chris and Crew; Guthrie Volpone; The Big Cherry; Chris, Andi; Neffe; Ms. Gesner.

**GEORGIA M. HOTTINGER**

Stud. Council 10, 11; President 12; Sno-daze cand. 9, 10; Homecoming Cand. 12; N.H.S. 11, 12; Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, Captain 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Weekends in Wisconsin; Prom '89; L.R, T.B's; C.D, N.M, K.D, T.M, CS, J.H, B.W, R.T, D.V, B.A, R.M, B.D; Matthew D. Smith Love Ya Always 12-12-88; I made it Mom and Dad, I Love You both.

**JENNIFER LYNN JERDEE**

Hanging out with Tesla; Kidnapping Great White; Sneaking backstage; Monsters of Rock; Where's the parking ramp? My artwork at Poison; The East BIF; I'm only 17; Heavy Metal Ruza; Players Always Disappearing house for sale; Sign trick; Mark's car RIP; B.E, D.C, H.T, B.S, T.M, B.H, C.M, T.R, R.B, K.D, C.M, T.L, D.E, T.M, M.R, T.N, H.W; Love Ya Mom.

**JOSEPH V. HERRERA**

Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Swimming 9, 10, Captain 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, Captain 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; Sr. Class Secretary; Homecoming '89; Beating Harding; The Village Wok; Jogging with Matchbox; this is one long hill; Morning crew M.S, A.K, G.C; Where's our shirts? Special friends M.S, G.H, T.B, R.T, T.B, B.P, J.H, D.V, C.O, J.W; and the best number in the world, #8.

**BRIAN HOGEN**

Diving 10; Golf 10; Tennis 10; Ski Club 10, 11, 12; The Monarch RIP; Pits; Tim's Pad; Wild Mountain; Graphics with Sweet J; Prom '89; The 3 Lindgenozas; Florida '88; The bathroom at Holiday Inn; B.D, D.L, T.H, T.H; J.H, B.T, C.R, D.D, K.T, B.S, B.S, M.R, C.M, K.D, E.K, O.B, J.J, H.T; (Welcher) Memories with Horntz; The Big "R"; Thanks Mom, Dad, and Steve, Love Ya; 17 with life to go.

Seniors 69
Football Games, Cheerleaders

**AMY JOUBERT**

Basketball 12, It's a bomb! Looking for a bottle in the snow; A.G.'s and L.C.'s many great falls; parties with my buddies; not going to class; Football Games; Minneapolis; Concerts; summer '85, '87; Who's buyin'? Homecoming '89 Prom '90; Nin's; Mitch; Clem; Chuck; best friend Lucy; Teen; Monique; Lee; "T" Teresa; mom, dad I made it (Love ya!); Troy

**KARIE ANN M. KOCH**

Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; Senior Ex. Brd, C.I; S.M; D.F; V.S. Times with Vickie and Sonya. My Antonio F. Brown 4-12-89, 1-26-90, Sue Thanx! The Brown Family Forever.

**CHRIS A. KOWSKI**

Football 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11; Cruisin' with Jonny B; ski trips; Dippin' J's class; sticky throttle with JB and BE; Shaving Cream-Brady, '89 Homecoming; JB, DD, BT, BE, BD, BW, BE, BH, RT, RM, JH, NV, JL, SJ, Big "R", The Golden Bear, Deanna Durigan and all the special times, thanks mom and dad.

**SCOTT KSIAZEK**

Mr. Inghams class; S.R.A '89; 3 wins in a row; trying to change the name of Humboldt; thanks a lot mom and dad.

**SHANNON KING**


**JENNIFER L. KOESTER**

Band 9, 10, 11, Pres. 12; Basketball 9, 11, 12; Softball 10, 12; Golf 11; Soccer 11, 12; Senior Class Executive Board; Homecoming 86-89, Fight For the "Indian-Save Our Spirit, Ms. Larkey taking over band; "Chuck" Nikki, M.R, Hangin' with Nikki, MR, CB, DN, Love ya Gramp, John, and ma.

**RON KROPP**

70 Seniors
What Lunch Is It? 78 Nova. "Word"

- **TROY LAKE**

Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Special Friends 10, 11, 12; Senior Class Executive Board; Yearbook Staff 12; Journalism 12; sit, I dwopped my hat! Mama Giona. What lunch is it? Best Buds N.V; T.L. Friends LS; T.B.'s; T.M; T.R; I.C; T.L; P.R; K.T; H.W; S.G; Bern Dog. Mom Dad & Family I love you all!

- **JENNIFER R. LANGLOIS**

-JAMES LARDANI


-GUADALUPE R. LEDESMA


-LAURA R. LOZANO

Softball 11, 12; Soccer 12; Homecoming; Football games; "I can't wait 'till I get home."; "Jeni, you are so weird."; My dear friends J.T, "VERN", A.S., T.G.; Anne, I'm going to miss you! Thanx Mom and Dad, Love Ya.

- **TESSI M. LASCH**

Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, Capt. 11, 12; Senior Class Executive Board; Sno Daze 9, 10; Special Friends 10, 11, 12; Scavenger Hunt, Martese, my little dancers, T.P'ing the Byrne's house. What lunch is it? EXIT! Best Buds J.L. & N.V; Friends, J.G, I.C, T.R, C.M, K.T, H.W, T.B. s, T.L, B.H, B.T, J.L, S.G, L.M, D.K, F.C, T.R, D.D, B.E, B.W, Bern Dog. Luv Ya Mom and Dad!

- **MAI NA MIRAGE LEE**

NHS; NFL; Speech 3AA champ; Asian Club 12, Pres; Sr. Exec. Brd; Yrbook Ed.; Badminton Capt.; Soccer; Math League; Prom Com.; French Club; Volleyball; 3M STEP; "Valdey burned her B." Cherokee Prk; Carleton; "SPY, my #1; 7-19-88; Mr. Ernst; Quadna Mt; Mom, Dad, Jesus, God, my rock foundation.

- **CHRISTINE M. MARTINEK**

Cheerleading 10, 11, 12; Softball; Powder Puff; FB games; Buck, Bruce, Ogar, & Beamer; "Word" My best friend forever Kristi Drexl; Erik, (parties); Summer of '89; "I gotta gun."; Special Friends: H.T, K.T, T.L, J.G., K.D, Brian, (M.O-Jun.2) B.A, T.Z, E.V, C.O, B.Y, J.J, J.H, K.C, Tuna, Trace; Special times with special people- My family-I love you!
Who's that?, Los Bailes, Circular Path

TONI MAXSON

It's been a great 6 years at Humboldt; except 11th gr; I will remember always my close friends: K.T, H.W, V.S, T.L, B.V, C.M; and of course my broski Danne & Mrs. C; Thanx Mom & Dad; "Monday"; I love you Cory Rosillo.

NADENE M. MITCHELL

Volleyball 9, 10, 11; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, Ex. Brd. 11, 12; Sr. Ex. Brd. 7 O'Clock girls; I've TONed up my act; Stop the pre!!!; Who's that?; Hey baby, what's shakin? Chicago '89; H.C '89; best buds Chris & Chrissy; L.R, G.H, J.T, A.J, B.W, D.V, M.A, Byrnes, B.S, M.S.

FERNANDO N. MEDINA

Football 12; Fiesta Dancers 12; Basketball 12; Soccer game against Highland; Our triumph of the Homecoming 89 game.

MICHICLLE M. MORENO

Los Bailes; long talks with Chispa; Mexico 89; N.D. 89; walking on clouds; Spanish 3 (Opus); Chispa, Amis, Nina, Chuck, Tina, M.C, LC, S.D.C, Flounder, Lopes, Beans, Juicer, Estrella, Homecoming 89, Prom 90, "My pillow is your heart", the Bushes, M.C, & L.C, falling down, sled rides, To my whole family, Love Ya XOXO.

VADDEY AYURAVANN SISOWATH MOM

speech Champ; Math league; Debate; Student Congress; N.H.S.; National Forensic League; Student Council; Yearbook Editor; HAC-Treas; Sr. Ex; French Club; 3M-K.G; & T.L, Circular Path; "Siddhartha; Vanilla-my crush; Tiller; Mai Na; Mom & Dad Thank you for your gifts of life & love; God.

ROBERT JOHN MULLER

Football 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, Capt. 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; X-Country 9; Stu. Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Prom Comm. 11; Sno-Daze Lord 9, Cand. 10 Homecoming King Cand; N.H.S. 11, 12; Beating Harding 16-15; Wrestling tourny's; Jonny B's sisters house; Who's Ralph? BD, NV, CS, MS, BT; Prom '88 '90; H.C '89; Madison here I come; JB, Sweet Em, Espo; Thanks Den, Ma, & Lupe, I love you!

NHUTRUC NGUYEN

Soccer 10, 11, 12; Varsity Band 12; Soccer game; Spring concert '89; Mrs. Larkey.

TRAVIS G. NIEMI

What up Holmie?, T-Ping Brady, Parties

**Nicholas O'Brien**

**Christina M. Ortiz**
Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12; Stud. Council 10, 11, Vice-Pres. 12; Yearbook 12; Sr.Class Pres.; Prom Committee; Homecoming Queen '89. 7 o'clock girls; Gone to MARS lately? T-Ping Brady; What up Holmie? The Hunt; Prom '89, '90; Homecoming '88; Best buds Nae and Chris; TB, Boner, MO, JS, LR, BW, DEV, JT, BA, VH, CM, JH; AG; Bill Eccles 1-20-89; Thanks Mom and Dad!

**Kelly D. Otte**

**Christina Ann Perez**
Kickin' back at Amy's house; Hangin' at the wall; (Where's Amy?); Quinceneras; Amy's crazy driving! Tryin' to find our way back from Mpls; "Who's buying?" "Lucy Listen" Homecoming '89; Prom '90; Friends: Amis, Lou, Monica, Nina, LC, CM, JH, TR, CZ, MM, and my best bud forever Tina Perez. My Deejoe Everett 5-8-87 love ya. Thanks mama and papa, I made it!

**Tina Marie Perez**
Partying with the girls; Homecoming; Football '89; My house at 2:00 a.m; Freshmen year at Humboldt; winter '88; My best friend Christina; other firends AJ, LC, TJ, MM, LC, LL, DR, Clem, TR, NH, PP, Homecoming '89; Mrs. Bushee; KY; Mary Joe; My special memories with Camilo Losoya, Thanks mom and dad I Love You!

**Jonathan Raasch**

**Tina Marie Raasch**
Drama 11, 12; Chorus 9, 10, 11; Student Council 10, 11; Walk out; T-ping Brady; Sleeping out for D.L. tick's; following tour buses; "DUDE"; BJ/Skid concert; IHCC; Cossetta's; Mrs. Hunter; Big "R"; My best bud Cindy; My mom, dad, bro's & Jennifer; I Luv you all! MN. State Patrol Here I Come!

**Neftali Ramirez**
Football 9; Science club; Spanish club 9; Aviation at So. St. Paul school; Homecoming '87; Tonia got wild when Chris saw me at Tonia car; when me and Diana got lost trying to find a school; Prom '89; Jeny; Mrs. Bushee; Tony; Andrea; Chris; Diana; Rena; Fernando; Raul; David R.; Victor; Mami Tequiero gracias; I did it!
Walk out '89, Bosa, Limo Rides

Scott Rauer
The West End; Hanging out at Palace; BIG "R"; Homecoming "89"(we won!!); 75' Malibu; The Elite; T.R, P.O, M.A, C.L, S.H, D.K, GUNS-N-ROSES. Walk out '89; *INDIANS FOREVER*; Graphics with Mr. J; B.E, B.H, J.B, D.D, J.H, Homeroom 197; "A" honor Roll! 3 in a row; Thanks Dad, Mom and Mark.

Christina Rea
Cheerleading 9, 10; Student Council 10, 12; Sr. Exec. Board 12; New year '89 with "ZUN"; Baby Rea; Best Cuz "ZUN".- Pals K.C, J.L, T.L, B.V, D.F, S-M-B-Z; my ponsa; my bro, Roy; The tow truck is chasing us; *INDIANS FOREVER* Good times with R.R.G, M.G. and J.L. Thanks mom and dad! We did it "ZUN"! I love you all!

Elizabeth Reyes
Stud. Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Prom Comm; Sr. Exec. Brd; Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11; Golf 12; Powder Puff 9, 10; Sno-Daze Candidate 10, Princess 11; Homecoming Candidate 12; Prom 89, 90, Homecoming '89; New Year's Eve 88; TB.'s, GH, CD, NM, CO, The Posse: CS, BD, RM, BW, CK, DD; My Sis, MB; Jon Brennhofer 9/25/88, T-ping Brady, Thanks mom and dad, luv ya!

Jorge A. Rodriguez
I danced with a group with Miss. Moran; all in costumes; Mexican; we danced at several places. Dances.

Orlando Javier Rivera
Basketball 9, 11, 12; Football 12; Homecoming '89; Beating Harding; Playing Football; B-Ball Games; Sno Daze '89; Tyson; The Holiday Inn With Phil & Chad; THE TAG TEAM; Crusin; Homecoming week, "you". Bosa's, Topper, Fifth Place; F.R, D.V, V.H, M.S, G.H, A.H, B.W, C.Z, B.A, M.L, F.C, Mom & Dad. I did it!

Andrea C. Schmieg
Badminton 10, 11, 12; Soccer 10; Spanish Club 11; Science club 11; Yearbook staff 12; Prom Committee 11; Student Council 11; Executive Board 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; Limo Rides; Concerts; Summers at Macalester; "Save our Spirit-Keep our Pride"; Tonia, Chris, Mr. Brott; Thank you for your support; you're ungrounded now mom!

Chad Matthew Sexton
Football 10, 11, 12; Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 11; Ski Club 11; Football '89; Playing MLB with Bern Dog, Eddie, (ciao baby) Hockey '88, '89; France '88, '90; Tri-City Americans; "Just like breakfast at the Sands Motel, baby!"; B.D, Jav, J.B, Sav, D.D, Sweet Em, T.B, M.S, Thanks Mr. Olson, Mr. McDonough and Madame Hopen.
Cherokee park, My Wonder years, ’90

CHRISTINE F.
STABERG

Badminton 11; It’s been a great 2 years at Humboldt; Thanks Houa for all the caring and loving you’ve given me through out the past 2 years; Sue and Cua, thanks for being such good friends; A.V., C.V., L.Y.; Thanks Mom and Dad, for all you’ve done for me, I love ya! St. Olaf College (MBV).

BRENT M.
STICHA

Track 10, 11; Golf 12; Live and learn to grow for the future; Walkout; partying with T&T.H, B.H, M.S., B.E., S.S., B.S.; Wishing the best for my bro; spending time with C.A.; ski trips with the buds, and all the good times; Thanks for the support from the family and M.S.; Growing through times with B.S.; Love always to those who cared; I love you Mom, Dad, Bryan, and Cheryl, Wish me luck.

ANNE-KARINE
SORENSEN

Soccer 12; French club 12; Choir 12; Homecoming ’89; thanks Phil; I had fun; NORT-WAY; I’ve missed you! Andy W, Chris P., Jimmy, Laura, Thanks mamma and pappa, and especially Mr. Og and Mrs. G.; I love you all!

BOBBI JEANN
SPIELMAN

Band 9, 10, 11 Tres. 12; Badminton 10, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Special friends 11, 12; Cheerleading 12; Golf 12; Monsters pty. with Tesla & G.W., Bkstg Butch? BOOB! Nakomis C & L, Taking Granada; Prom ’89-’90; Stillwt.; Wash D.C., G-Town; Bahaaian; MBV; Derek 3-13-89; Junebug; JE, DC, TR, JT, JJ, B’EM, TN, DS, CS, JS & G?N, JK, JE, E.S.A.D, Big "R.”

KRISTEN AMY
STEDJE

Bowling; Swimming; movies; phy ed, Ms. Tiller; field trips, Mr. Anderson; Head Coach, Dean Shawbold.

LISA
SWANSON

The year has come to an end, it is time to say good-bye to Humboldt, it’s been great! All the fun times partying with LS, VH, TM, BV, AG, JL, and my one day sister-in-law, Eva. I love you guys! My Greg Verdeja, I love you babe! My happiest memory of all, Ashley Marie Verdeja 12-28-87, 11:52 a.m. That’s my baby! I did it! I love you mom and dad, thanks for your encouragement!

JENNY ANNE
TAFFE

Parties; movies; jobs; field trips; friends; Pheap, Carol Scheel; Step aside Edmund Fitzgerald! Girls here we come! Thanks Mom and Dad.
Who's Tom?, "Beamer", Brady Defeat

**REBECCA TAYLOR**
Y.J. with M.F; What about that threesome Janelle, and Leta, J/K; K.T. '88; Homecoming '89; Trip with Leta 6-3-89; Halloween '87; Hangin' out with the guys: M.F; B.R; C.B; J.L; C.P; etc; Thanks Mom!

**ROGER M. TAYLOR**
Floor Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12.

**JENNIFER TEJEDA**
Cheerleading 10, 11, 12; Powder Puff 12; Prom Comm. 11; Student council 10, 11; Executive Board 12; Senoir Class Executive Board 12; Homecoming '89; Prom '90; My sleepover (Cub Foods); Redwing 2am; Who's Tom?; Summer Festival '87 & '89; Basketball games; Best friend Laura L., B.S, N.M, Boner, Chillie Willie; Curt Lavalle 2-11-89; My family; Thanks Mom & Dad!

**IA THOR**

**ROBERT THIRY**
Football 11, 12; Basketball 11, 12; Baseball 11, 12; T-ping; Football; Homecoming victory over the Broncos; Bands Parties; Prom; Senior year; tickets; J.B, B.W; D.V, M.M; A.G; O.B; C.K; J.L, My bro, T.B. Thanks for being there; Thanks to the coaches, teachers, etc.; Special Thanks to Mom & Dad, couldn't have done it without you!

**HEIDI TOENSING**
Concert Choir 10, 11, 12; Wild times at Nokomis w/ Kristi, Christine & Kara; Hey Homie; Horns, Beamer, Buck & Bruce; Our apartment, Rms #512, #1208; Iowa; The Great Pumpkin Caper; Kara's driving; Big R.; Mr. Grebner, R.B, J.J, T.B, T.R, D.F, Jeff R, Jamie, B.H, I.K, O.B; Prom '89; Homecoming '89; Danger Mouse!; Mom, Troy & Matt, I LOVE YOU.

**ANTONIO TRAVIS**
Basketball is the only sport I believe in, and I hope to play in NBA someday; Dances.
The Garage, Golden Steer, Georgetown

**NICOLE VANDENBOSCH**

- Band 9; Student Council 10, 11, 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11; N.H.S. 11, 12; Sr. Class Ex. Brd.; French Club 10, 11, 12; Prom Comm. 11; Special Friends 10, 11, 12; Duh, what lunch is it?; "Ralph"; trips to N.Y.C, Chicago & LA; LD, JT; Prom '89; David Paul Kennedy II (1-28-89) I love you!; My Buds: J.L, T.L, RM, CK, Bern-dog, AR, BV, SE; Thanks Mom and Dad, Love ya!

**CHONG VANG**

- Tennis 10: Soccer 10, 11, Capt.12; "Honor Athlete of the Week"; Going fishing on school days; To all of my friends: L.Y, B.C, J.X, L.X, B.Y; Saturday School.

**AMY VANPOPERIN**

- Track 9, 11, 12; Swim Team 9, 10; Soccer 12; Powder Puff 12; Span. Club 12; Speech 11; N.H.S. 11, 12; Close-up 11; Girls state 11; St. Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Sr. Class Ex. Brd.; Prom Comm. 11; Special Friends 10, 11, 12; "Take a left, no, no a right!"; C.D, C.S, T.B's; Thanks Mom and Dad, I couldn't have done it without you!

**JASON VASQUEZ**

- Hockey 10, 11, 12; Golf 10, 11, 12; Vai; Valasquez; Golden Steer; B.M, R.H.W, T.L, J.S, J.L, F.C; Homecoming '89; busted at Brady; Whazz up Dude? Concord, Mexico; Santa Claus; Zebrna; All my amigos; Thanks Mom and Dad, I love you.

**BRANDON VASQUEZ**

- Student Council 10, 11, 12; Prom Comm. 11; Special Friends 10, 11, 12; Journalism 12; Best Friends Trinidad John Uribe, I'll always be there; Tina & Traci Campgirls (Right Away); Lisa, Greg, Rob, Tonja, S.G, Beans & Britanni, Chad M; Tessi bike ride; Jennie L I'll be O.K; My Raquel Alicia Uribe 6-4-88; Sophia (Mexico). Thank you, I love you; Thanks Mom & Dad, Love ya!

**EVANGELINA F. VERDEJA**

- Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook staff 9; Student Council 9, 10, 12; Gymnastics 9, 10; Powder Puff 9; Homecoming '89; Sponky; all of the wrestling matches; A.V, A.V, D.V, T.L, LS, VH, AG, B.V, T.U, J.G, C.M, J.L, R.U, D.L, N.V, My sister Patti Jo, and my sister-in-law Lisa-my best friend; Thanks Mom & Dad, I made it!

**HOLLY WAGNER**

- Cruzing in my car; T- ping; Parties!!!; Potato chips; Mora, Minn.; The week at the trailer; Kathy Jo, Vickie, Tina, Traci, Tessi, R.E, Toni, K.D, H.T, C.M, J.C; Can't forget Erica.
Stealing B.D.'s Car, Wild Times

**STACEY L. WELDON**


**BRIAN M. WHITSON**

Basketball 9, 10 Capt. 11, 12; Golf 9, 10 Capt. 11, 12; Prom Committee 11; Student Council 9, 10, Ex. Brd. 11, 12; Boys State 11; Sno-Daze 11; Homecoming King candidate 12; Sr. Class Ex. Brd. 12; Homecoming week '89; Stealing B.D.'s car; 17th b-day; 19 for Gram; B-ball '90; "13" The Ditch; Diaz, Shil, AXE, RT, DV, CO, BE, JV, FC, VH, OR, Michele 4-20-88; Thanx Mom, and Dad-Love ya.

**RANDY WOOD**

Basketball 9, 10 Capt. 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9; Humboldt Asian Club; Homecoming; Football; Senior Prom; Party in Food Service Room; Soccer, we won the conference in '87; Coach A.J., city champs; UN, ST, MH, HC, BY, CL, MX, KU, JX; Thanks, Mom-I made it!

**JENNIFER J. WESSELE**

Basketball Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12; Football Cheerleading 12; Soccer 10, 11; Student Council 10, 12; Sr. Class Ex. Brd. 12; Prom Committee 11; "Hey baby, wanna' race!!!"; Quoi?; Labor Day weekend at Jodell's; T-ting; Prom '89 with my best friend, Joe Herrera; wild times with KD, JS, CS, AS, EV, BE (must be the intake) and BH, Simon my lineman 9-14-89; Thanks Mom and Dad-Love ya, Jon!

**PAM WILLIAMS**

**YING XIONG**

**BEE YANG**

Soccer 9, 10, 11; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9; Humboldt Asian Club; Homecoming; Football; Senior Prom; Party in Food Service Room; Soccer, we won the conference in '87; Coach A.J., city champs; UN, ST, MH, HC, BY, CL, MX, KU, JX; Thanks, Mom-I made it!

**LENG YANG**

Soccer 10, 11 capt. 12; Chess Club 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Speech 11; Science Club 11, 12; Math League 11, 12; Toastmasters 11, 12; Humboldt Asian Club (Hmong Rep.) 12; Student Congress 11, 12; Student Council 12; Soccer Games; Math League dinner (20 slices); Mr. Egyhazi and I locked in school with a dog; parties with CV, KV, KL, JX, DY, Remembering HH.
New Years '89, We lost something!

MELISSA A. ZELLE
Homecoming '88; Mr. Kranz, Maurice, Paul, Stephanie Triemert.

TAMARA MARIE ZUNIGA
Basketball 9,12; Powderpuff 9; Sr. Exec. Brd. New Years '89; Wok Rea; The papers here; We lost something, Sheri; (my muffler) watch the yellow line; My best cousin Rea; My pals TL, BV, HW, JL, VS, BZ, SZ, MZ, TB, KT, KC, Baby Rea; Bro's baby boy; Thanks Mom and Dad! We did it Rea.

The members of the Class of 1990 listed below were not pictured because they didn't make a picture appointment or they failed to keep their appointment with the official class photographer.

Adrian Aguirre
Martin Arellano
Steven Bogan
David Brennan
Clifford Buhl
Tina Byrne
Carlos Casarez
Sowath Chak
Samidi Chum
Denise Copeland
Frank Cruz
Derrick Dawson
Bradley Duncan
Daniel Erdos
Thor Fosgate
Dorie Frazier

Gina Gist
Richard Green
Billie Jay Hellige
Ann Hernandez
Tracy Homme
Tanya Houle
Mil Im
Patrick Johnson
Kendall Knox
Andrew Koetz
Sovanny Koy
Christopher Larsen
Christopher Livingston
John Luedke
Mina Ly
Amy McManus

Patrick Morales
Johari Moten
Chinda Phan
Randy Price
Sherry Prohofsky
Roland Rodriguez
Angela Saulters
Scott Setter
Ralph Suhr
Danielle Swanda
Kathaleen Taylor
Michael Williams
Lamar Wooten
Bao Xiong
Jae Xiong
Leng Yang
Hey Baby What's Shakin'?
You’ve Got The Cutest Little Baby Face!

CHRISTINE MARTINEK
TONI MAXSON
NADENE MITCHELL
MICHELLE MORENO

ROB MULLER
CHRISSY ORTIZ
KELLY OTTE
CHRISTINA PEREZ

TINA PEREZ
TINA RAASCH
TINA REA
LIZ REYES

ORLANDO RIVERA
ANDREA SCHMIEG
SCOTT SETTER
CHAD Sexton
Yes Sir, That's My Baby!

BOBBI SPIELMAN  BRYAN STICHA  BRENT STICHA  DANIELLE SWANDA

LISA SWANSON  BECKY TAYLOR  JENI TEJEDA  NICOLE VANDENBOSCH

AMY VANPOPERIN  BRANDON VASQUEZ  JASON VASQUEZ  DAVID VERDEJA

HOLLY WAGNER  BRIAN WHITSON  MISSY ZELLE  TAMMY ZUNIGA
Most Likely to Succeed
Andrea Schmieg and Bee Cha

Most Athletic
Georgia Hottinger and Chad Sexton

Most School Spirit
Tina Raasch and Gordon Carney

Best Personality and Friendliest
Joe Herrera and Chrissy Ortiz

Best Dressed
Nicole VandenBosch and David Verdeja

Prettiest Eyes
Chad Sexton and Tina Raasch

Cutest Smile
Chris Kowski and Chrissy Ortiz

Best Body
Lisa Swanson and Chad Sexton

Class Clown
Toni Maxson and Damian Diaz

Senior Poll

Most Talkative
Jeni Tejeda and Brandon Vasquez

Biggest Flirt
Christine Martinek and Brian Whitson

Craziest Driver
Holly Wagner and Bob Thiry
Done Most For Humboldt: Class of 1990!

Favorite Movie: Leathal Weapon II
Favorite T.V. Show: Married with Children
Favorite Radio Station: KDWB 101.3
Favorite Record Album: Rhythm Nation
Favorite Record Single: Joy and Pain
Favorite Eating Place: Cosetta's
Favorite Actor: Mel Gibson
Favorite Actress: Kim Bassinger/Michelle Pfiefer

Favorite Male Singer: Bobby Brown
Favorite Teacher: Mr. Klawitter/Mr. Robinson
Favorite Hangout: Players Billiards
Favorite Sport: Basketball/Football
Favorite Class: English
Biggest News Event: Jacob Wetterling/Berlin Wall
Biggest School Event: Scavenger Hunt
Biggest Flop: Teacher's Strike
Seniors are the Sauce!

1. Jennifer Wessel, “Sp-ir-it, we’ve got Spirit!” 2. Jon Brennhofer and Damian Diaz are the future Graphic Arts teachers. 3. Tina Byrne, Nadene Mitchell, Jennifer Tejeda, and Tessi Lasch. 4. “We know we’re bad!” “Fingers” (Frank Cruz), “Charlie Brown” (Chad Sexton), and “Bern-Dog” (Brannon Drees). 5. “Yo! Was-sup?” Victor Hernandez and Brian Whitson. 6. Georgia Hottinger lets loose. 7. Brent Sticha has a friendly voice that is perfect to answer phones with. 8. “Will this take long? We do have places to be.” Amy Joubert and Jon Brennhofer.
Leaders of the School.

Memories: Scavenger Hunt, Yea Boy, Cutbusters, Amigo,

1. Chad and friends look on as J ohn explains the theory of relativity. (Chad Lasch and Josh Muntean) 2. "What's next Jon?" "Gee, Jon, couldn't tell ya." (Jon Wessel and Jon Schlussler) 3. "Jodell, do you know what is going in here?" "Does it look like I do?" (Adam Kruger and Jodell Schussler) 4. Jim Halbert empties a box of marbles into today's vittles. 5. Shalehta Marx enjoys child development as much as the students. 6. Topako Love concentrates all hard on her ashtray! 7. Mr. Tweeton's English class enjoy's a break. (Kneeling: Amy Snodgrass. Standing, front row, left to right: Lisa Alvardo, Jodell Schussler, Isaac Conteras, Adam Kruger, Ernie Thomas, Sarah Ecker, Raul Villanuever. Back row: Katie Danner, Matt Snyder, Sundae Velander, Lisa Albrect and Saul Silva.)
Rumors, Cheerleaders, Nicknames, Social Events, YES!

Good Morning Humboldt High

1. Morning Announcement Crew: Top row: Tiffaniee Patrin and Jodell Schlussler. Bottom row: Christina Dominguez, Amy VanPoperin, Vaddey Mom, Christina Ortiz, Robbie Muller, and Amy Snodgrass. 2. When Eva Verdeja yells everybody looks! Scott Ecker, Mike Thomas, Shane Nowak, and Clare Longsdorf. 3. Yes we’re number one! Tizoc Rosales and Kelly DeCarlo. 4. Jim Helsper loves his school. 5. Do you have to take my picture now? Ananda Henly. 6. Emmy Vadnais and Marie Boulos find it pretty funny to think the juniors actually won the hall decorating contest. 7. Is this meeting almost over? Dan Hegman. 8. This is my serious look. Gina Lanoux. 9. You should try taking the bus, it’s a lot of fun. Mike Bray. 10. May I help you? Anita Hilker.
 ADMINISTRATION

Assistant Principal
Junior High
AARON RUPERT

Assistant Principal
Senior High
DEAN SAUSELE

Assistant-in-Administration
MICHELLE THOMPSON-TUTTLE

Assistant Principal
Senior High
PATRICIA WILHELM

PRINCIPAL
JOHN ETTLINGER
STAFF/FACULTY

Custodial Staff, left to right, top to bottom: George Alten­ dorfer, Shorty Garibay, Iver Jackson, and Keith Richie.

Junior High Office Staff, left to right: Evelyn Ettinger, Michelle Thompson-Tuttle, Grace Meyer, and Angie Remackel.

Senior High Office Staff, left to right: Bev Heck, Anita Hilker, Shiela Muntifering, and Anne Eldrege.

Cafeteria Staff: Back, left to right: Carol Maziarka, Barb Osborne, Delores Ohmann, Barb Charley, Dan Knight, Megan Casillas, Millie Schneider, and Terri Murray. Front, left to right: Elaine Ohmann, Pat Drake, Bev Abott, Georgett Lasch, Sandy Riegal, and Lori Hosley.

90 Staff/Faculty
PETER ADAM — English
EILEEN ADAMS — Astronomy, Math, Science
VIN ALLIA — Sign Language, Hearing Impaired
CHRISTINE ANDREWS — Special Education

FRANCIE ANTHONY — Bilingual (English, Spanish)
LUCY ARGO — Teacher Aide
GRACIELA BELLO — Amity Aide
BERNADETTE BELLOWS — English

ROSE ANNE BERG — Resource Teacher for the Gifted and Talented, Jr. High Math Team Coach
SUE BOLGER — Librarian
D. R. BROTT — Biology, Chemistry, Science Dept. Chairman
LYNNE BUSHEE — Guidance Counselor

LANCE CARLSON — Work Evaluator-Project Explore
REBECCA SAUSER CHRISTOPHERSON — Home Economics, Food Factory Creator, Operator, and "Fixer."
ROBERT DERR — Special Education, Work Experience
MARY DRESEN — Special Education IGLD

STEVEN EGYHAZI — Social Studies
STEVEN ELIZONDO — Art, Assistant Varsity Football Coach, Head Girls Basketball Coach, Assistant Varsity Track Coach, H-Club Advisor
RICARDO ESTRADA — Teacher Aide
STAFF/FACULTY

RICHARD GARCIA — Vocal Music, Concert Chorus Director
MARTY GASLIN — Math, Math League Coach, National Honor Society Advisor, Assistant Golf Coach
DEBORAH GESSNER — Career Counselor

B.J. HAAK — Guidance Counselor, Minority Encouragement Coordinator, Jr. Class Advisor, Ecolab Mentorship
KATHRYN HALLIGAN — Special Education/IMOD
DANIEL HEGMAN — Guidance Counselor
RICHARD HERRIGES — Educational Assistant

GERALD S. HILKER — Business Education, Senior Class Co-advisor, Sophomore Class Co-advisor
BECKY HILSTAD — French, French Club Co-advisor
PAUL D. HODGE — Vocational Program, DAPE, Girls' Swimming Coach
DIANNE HOPEN — French, French Club Co-advisor, Ski Club Advisor, Specialty Planner for International Studies and Careers

CHARLENE HUNTER — Family Studies, Clothing, Child Development
THOMAS INGHAM — Special Education
DENNIS JENSEN — Special Education
BARBARA JIRIK — Physical Therapist

DENNIS JUAIRE — ESL Reading, ESL Writing, Moderator of the Humboldt Asian Club
ROBERT KLEPPERICH — Social Studies, Journalism, ARROW Advisor, LIFE Business Manager
THOMAS KRANZ — Social Studies

92 Staff/Faculty
STAFF/FACULTY

PETER KUJAWA — Social Worker
BARBARA KURTZ — Jr. High Home Economics
PHYLILS LANGSETH — Reading, English
PATRICIA LARKEY — Band, General Music

MARGARET LAVIGNE — Accounting, Typing
CHERI LEMAY — Special Education
JEFF LEVASSEUR — Educational Assistant
CLARE LONGSDORF — Science, Math, Athletics Director, Student Council Advisor

WALTER LUNDEEN — Math, Computer
JENNIFER MADDEN — Math, French, Cheerleading Advisor
FRANCINE MAILAND — Teacher Aide
MARY MANNS — Physically Impaired

RALPH MCDONOUGH — English, Hockey Coach, Baseball Coach
ROBERT MCGREGOR — English
PRESTON MCMILLIAN — Speech Clinician
NOEL MEHUS — Social Studies

DAVID MERGENS — Math, Assistant Football Coach, Assistant Basketball Coach
MARIA MORAN — Educational Assistant
MICHAEL MORRISSEY — Special Education
STAFF/FACULTY

JULIE MOSCA — Medical Assistant
Health Start Clinic
ROSEMARIE NIELSEN — Educational Assistant, Special Education
JIM OLSON — Physical Education
LUIS ORTEGA — ESL Facilitator

JOANN OVERTON — Physical Therapist
DAVE PERRY — Educational Assistant
NANCY PETERS — Special Education/PSD
MONICA PETERSON — Special Education/SLBP

AL RANSOM — Special Education
THOMAS REIN — Special Education, Project Explore
TERESA RIVAS — Teacher Aide
RICHARD ROBINSON — Social Studies

MONICA RODRIGUEZ — Teacher Aide
JILL ROSE — English
DIANE SCHROEPFER — Chemistry, Physics, Yearbook Advisor
MONA SHIELDS — Spanish

SUZANNE SIBLEY — Special Education/SLBP
LINDA SIQVELAND — Nurse
LINDA SPARLING — Spanish, One Act Play Director
STAFF/FACULTY

BRUCE SOUTHWARD — Physical Education
CONNIE STOESSEL — Hearing Impaired English
NELSINE STUHLMAN — ESL
MICHAEL T. SULLIVAN — Art

WILLIAM SWANSON — Special Education/IGLD
TAKIS TARATSAS — Teacher Aide
JANET TILLER — Adaptive Physical Education
DAWN TORINE-MICKO — Occupational Therapy

MICHAEL TWEETON — Reading, English
MARCELINA VASQUEZ — Educational Assistant
CONWAY VILLARS — Special Education
KATHLEEN WALKER — Special Education/IGLD

WARDELL WARREN — Educational Assistant in 3R Room, Assistant Track Coach
JACK WERT — Auto Mechanics, Wood Shop
LOU WILEY — Physical Education
DENICE WINEGAR — Math, Science, Discourse, Indian Education Tutor

MOUA XENGAO — Bilingual Math

The dedication of the Humboldt staff shows through every day (Patricia Wilhelm and Jim Halbert).
New Beginnings for Education

1. Vaddey Mom demonstrates a law of physics, but it looks as if it is the other way around. 2. Belinda Joyner tackles with the computer. 3. Janel Murray overcomes a writer's block. 4. Four great minds are working together: Left to right: Mao Xiong, Bee Cha, Kelly Otte, and Joua Lee. 5. Andrea Schmieg masters a law of physics. 6. Jason Zigan demonstrates how cold it is with his earmuffs. 7. "Sing along everyone," said Mr. Richard Garcia. 8. "No more junk food from now on." said Mrs. Barbara Kurtz. 9. "I'm typing my way out of here!" thought Veronica Romo. 10. "Who me??" Dr. Wilhelm wants to see innocent me?" James Bump said with a shock. 11. Mr. Walter Lundeen is showing off his teaching style with a sexy smile. 12. Hey! Wake up!
... a time to remember and
to cherish our new creations.
A time to open our minds to
the beauties of the world as
the rose opens its petals to
the warmth of the sun's rays.
These are the essence of New
Beginnings. It is this essence
that the class of 1990 will
carry with them as they
leave Humboldt to embark on
a mysterious and wonderful
journey called Life. We would
like to wish each and every­
one of these students many
successes and much happi­
ness in his and her New Be­
ginnings.
Life . . .

New Beginnings '90

Staff

SECTION EDITOR

Activities: Jodell Schlussler and Emmy Vadnais
Athletics: Tonja Miller
Closing: Bee Cha and Mai Na Lee
Faculty: Andrea Schmieg
Index: Jomar Villamor
Photography Editor: Amy Snodgrass
Seniors: Christina Ortiz
Theme: Vaddey Mom
Underclass: Amy Snodgrass and Jomar Villamor

ADVISOR: Ms. Diane Shroepfer

BUSINESS MANAGER AND JOURNALISM TEACHER: Mr. Robert Klepperich

STAFF: Sue Cha, Jennie Langlois, Tong Vang, Sheila Gonzagowski, Tonja Miller

CONTRIBUTORS: Brannon Drees, Truc Nguyen, Amy VanPoperin, Tizoc Rosales.

PHOTOGRAPHY: Dellarson Studio and Life Touch

Special Thanks to:

Bee Cha who has taken the time and patience to draw all the beautiful arts displayed in this book.

Mr. Gerald Hilker for his generousity when it comes to letting the yearbook staff use his room.

Ms. Cheri LeMay for her ingenious guidance. Thanks for getting the yearbook staff started on the right track this year.

Mr. Ales, Christina Ortiz, Emmy Vadnais, Jodell Schlussler, and those who have contributed clear and focused pictures for this book.

All those who showed appreciation for the hard work the staff put into this book by purchasing it.

All the custodians who were so patient in waiting for the yearbook staff to clear out of the classrooms.

All the staff members who have put tremendous efforts into meeting the deadlines, making this book possible as a hallmark for students to treasure in the future.
Congratulations to the Class of '90

Jerry's Mobil Service

Complete Auto Service

459 South Robert Street
Phone: 222-2943

Jerry Nowak, Owner, Class of '61
Also, Karen, '62; Scott, '85; Stacie, '88;
Sheree '89; and Shane, '92

Kessler & Maguire
Funeral Home
640 West Seventh Street
Phone: 224-2341
CONGRATULATIONS 1990 GRADUATES
76th Year of Serving St. Paul
and Surrounding Communities

Class Of 1990

As We Begin Our Journey,
We Will Not Follow A Worn Path,
But Will Strive To Make Our Own,
For There Is No Growth
In Staying Within
What Is Safe And Comfortable

know a friend who needs to talk . . . about pregnancy?

CALL BIRTHRIGHT
646-7033 FREE & CONFIDENTIAL
• PREGNANCY TEST • MEDICAL REFERRALS • FINANCIAL AID
DISCUSSION OF ALL OPTIONS • EMOTIONAL SUPPORT • 24 HOUR CRISIS LINE
CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF '90

Wishing You Success
And Best Wishes!
From Your

STUDENT COUNCIL

Compliments of
THE LEITNER COMPANY

- Fireplace Wood
- Black Dirt
- Garden Supplies
- Fresh Flowers
- Landscape Rock
- U-Haul Concrete
- Bedding Plants

945 Randolph Avenue
Phone: 291-2655
THE LOOK!

OF

DELLARSON STUDIO

Your Official Class Photographer

• 480 No. Robert • Downtown St. Paul •
  Phone: 224-2891
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